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STIMMA,RY

rn this thesis an investi-gation of the fundamental

relationships between Lie groups and multivaríate statistics
is presented. Examples are shown where group and Lie theory

have been successfully applied to various problems in multi-
variate statistics, by utiti-zi-ng the intrinsj-c symmetry of

multivariate normal theory which can be described and analysed

by group theory. On a more profound level, the part Lie groups

play in the theory of non-central multivariate dístributions
is studied, in the hope that a new view of this topic will

enable a wider audience to appreciate the substance of this
difficult branch of statistics.

The first part of this work outlines the elementary

theory of Lie groups and algebras, with emphasis on applying

results directly to the groups of interest statistically, in

an attempt to make this theory more accessible to statisticians.

Some of these results are used to derive a ne\^¡ test concerning

equality of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for two sample T{ishart

matrices, and to analyse other problems.

Next the manifold structures of the positive definite

symmetric matrices and the Grassman manifold are studied,

deriving their natural distance measures, and proving that

the metric on the positive definite symmetric matrices obeys

the triangle inequality. This requires an interesting lemma

concerning bounds on the latent roots of the product of two

such matrices.

IV



Then the connection between the zonal polynomials of
multivariate distribution theory, and the theory of symmetric

spaces is explored. This is a non-trivial exercise, since it
involves the complete representation and decomposition theory

of semi-simple Lie groups and algebras. The symmetric space

theory is currently only available in the literature in
highly abstract and remote form (see for example the papers

of Harish-Chandra). In an attempt to make this brilliant
work more understandable, sorne down-to-earth examples, which

are useful in statistics, are worked out in relatj-ve detail,
so that some idea of the structures involved can be quickly
appreciated.

These results are used to study some interesting new

Koornwinder polynomials, to see where they overlap with the

Jamesr polynomials. Finally the generalized Hermite poly-

nomials are found, and some possible d.irections for further
research indicated.

An appendix contains a multi-purpose program that
calculates the coeffieients for the zonal polynomials,

using a method derived by A.T. James which utilizes a basic

symmetric space property of the polynomials. It is d.escribed

in Lhe chapter on symmetric spaces.
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1.1 Introduction

This thesis embodies the results of a study undertaken

into the possible uses of LÍe group theory and related topics

in multivariate statistics. That such a study \,üas ever begun

is not surprising for the essential structure of multivariate

normal theory invol-ves the trvo Lie groups, the general linear

group, GL (mrR) , (as usuaI, R denotes the real numbers,

C the complex) and the orthogonal group, O(mrR). Further,

the crucial space of positive definite real symmetric matrices,

M(mrR) , can be realized. as the coset space , GL (mrR)/O(m'R) 
'

which inherits from its Lie group roots a symmetric space

structure. It was thought that a very detailed study of

these groups and coset spaces would help to develop a clear

and natural understanding of the concepLs and framework of

multivaríate statistics. A great deal is known about Lie

groups, their algebras, and symmetric spaces, and one would

imagine that contained in this large body of knowledge would

be much information of value to statisticians, both theoret-

ical and applied.

There are a few problems attached to such a study. For

one thing, the literature on the subject is often presented

in an inaccessible fashion, being geared generally for post-

graduate students or academics in pure and appliecl mathematics.

Another, in many \^rays more serious problern arises for the

statistician. fn other applications of Lie theory, such as

nuclear physics and classical special function theory, one
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uses rather more difficult groups than we require, but of

particular: (and low!) dimensions. In multivariate statistics

\¡¡e use relatively elementary groups, but for the most part of

unspecified dimension, being more interested in general

structures than particular results.

These difficulties aside, a study of groups and Lie

theory gives one real insight into multivariate normal

statistics. f t is the authorr s intention to f irnr_ly imbed

mulLivariate statistics in Lie group theory, using as much

geometry and intuition as possible. It ís hoped that this

new perspective on the subject may prove to be of some value

in providing neu/ approaches to different problem.s.
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L.2 Outline

Apart from a short motivated sectionr the first part of
this work follows in general the outrine of a typical element-

ary text on Lie groups and algebras. Since much rvorl< must be

covered, this is.necessarily sketchy, with many references.

ft was thought that the reader would gain more from an under-

standing of the significance of theorems, and an ability to
manipulate the various structure, than from rigorous proofs,

which would in any case have made this far too 1ong. Partic-
ular attention is paid to showing how any results apply to

the groups in which we are interested. There are also

occasional- forays into statistical applications of various

theorerns and techniques " It is hoped that this approach will
remove much of the tedium, besides clarifying immediately the

central ideas.

The second part covers the more advanced topic of s)¡rnm-

etric spaces, again with proofs mainly referenced, so that
more time can be spent on the significance of the results.
Similarly, much time j-s spent on applying results directly to

the space of positive definite matrices, and to another coset

space, the Grassman manifold, which occurs in statistical
settings. This treatment is based to a large extent on the

classic 'Differential Geometry and Symmetric Spacest by

S. Helgason. Although other statistical applications are

explored, the main purpose of this section is to expose the

underlying basis from which the non-central distrj-bution

theory of multivariate statistics has been derived. One

hopes to provide an alternative approach to the basically

algebraic path taken by Professor James and colleagues, and

to provide a suitable framework- for the study of a subject

which appears, to someone without the necessary advanced
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mathematical background, to have been pulled out of a hat.

Notation is a non-trivial problem herer âs anyone who

has consulted the literature would agree. (I{here did I see

Lie theory ruefully called 'the study of invariance under

change of notation'?) Any generally accepted conventions

are used, with Helgason the arbiter, unless he is being

inordinately unwieldy or idiosyncratic
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1.3 Groups and Coset Spaces

The multivariate normal clensity possesses many useful
properties of invariance rvith respect to GL(mrR) and

O(mrR), and these groups are well known to any student

of multivariate statistics. It is of fundamental import-

ance that if X is an m-vector of observations from a

multívariate normal population, with mean vector Ur

variance covariance matrix X, positive definite real
symmetric, written

5-I{vN (U, x) t X €R.m

then 9I - MVtl (gU, gLg' ) V g € GÎ,(m,R) .

That is, linear combinations of normal variates are again

normalr ân important property of the multivariate normal

density. This invariance also holds und.er a more general

group, the non-homogeneous affine group,

I * 95 + þ - MVN (gU + þ' gDg') v g € GÎ,(m'R)

Vþ€RM

which simply adds a mean shift. Moreover, if

ð - rlViri (g' I)

where I is the m-by-m identity matrix t g. the o-vector,

then

h¡ MVN (9,

since hh'

rotation or

variate is

completely

These

ability to

=h'h=I

orthogonal

I) Vh€O(m,R)

for every h € O(m,R). Thus any

transfornation of a standard normal

again a standard normal variate. The density is

invariant under orthogonal transforrnations.

are basic tools of multivariate theory¡ €ts is the

rotate to canonical form. That is, if

X - L{\Il{ (U, X)
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then

h€

by the

O (m, R)

Principal Axis Theorem, there exists an

such that

o
diagonal.

Thus y is a vector of independent univariate normal

variates, yi, with variances Ii. The Ài are the

eigenvalues or latent roots of X, and the rows of h are

the eigenvectors or principal axes

The multivariate normal density even enjoys a charact-

erization as the only density whose standardízed variates

are invariate under O(mrR), (and with finite cumulants).

(e.g. Kendall and Stuart (I958) Vol. 2' 3rd ed. p. 365).

These properties are studied in depth in elementary

courses in multi.variate statistics. However the one-to-one

relationship between the coset space G.Q,(m,P.')/O(mrR) and

bhe space of positive definite symmetric matrices, M(mrR),

of which X is a member is not often pointed out. By the

Principal Axis Theorem, v¡e knov"' that each p € I.{(mrR) can

be expanded as:

p=h!,h' ,h€o(m,R), 9. diagonal

.'. h'ph = 9, - t-\ 11,\¡ '
LL

" P - (h0')(h1'')' = gg' .

But this g is ¡rot unique since if p = gg' , then

p = (gh) (gh)' for any h € O(m,R) or

P = (go(m,n))(so(m,n) )'.
The representation of M (m, R) as G.Q, (m ,R) /O (m, R) is

one-to-one, since if
p = gtgt' = gzgz' for different gt tgz € G.C(mrR)

Y hx MVll (hU. 
^) 

where 
^

Àr

( \z
;_)



-t = grr(g1 ,)-t

= g"'(glt)' : (glt gr)'

7.

9r O (m' R)

come from this

be decomposed

then

but

9z $r

s;'(s,'
( tg;'

. -l.- 9z

-ì9r) '=

9r)-t)'

9z

-l=92 $r

9t € O(m'R)

. -1i. 92' Çr - h for some h € O (mr R)

i.gr:gzh

$z=$rh'
j. gt and gz must be in the same coset

.'. ¡4 (m' R) = G.Q, (m ,R) /O (m, R) .

Several tricks in multivariate statistics

relationship. For exampler âny p €M(mrR) can

as p = tt' for t. upper triangular, since

p= (go(m,R))[go(m,n))' for:some 9, andany g €GÎ,(m,R)

decomposes to grh for gr upper triangular, h € O(m,R).

As useful as these group structures are for the statist-

ician, it is perhaps salutory for us to remember that they do

not exist merely for our edification and enjoyment. They are

important members of the so-called 'Classical Groupsr, which

have been well studied in the past, but which have been by no

means exhausted as sources of nerv and exciting mathematics.

Vile require several basic definitions and notions, most of

which will be well-knor,rn, but v¡hich are included here for

complet.eness.

A group, G, is a collection of objects possessed of a

rule of compositionr'r(usually omitted) , such that:

(i) gt . gz € G whenever gt , gz € G

(ii) 3e€G s.t. e'g=ç['e Vg€G
(e ís called the identity element of G)

(iii) vg€c' =g-t€c s.t. g'g'7= g-r'g=e

(g-t is called the inverse of g) .
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I¡le define G0(m,R) as the set of non-singular real

Iinear transformations of an m-dimensional vector Space.

Then G.0(mrR) can be represented as the set of m-by-m

matrices with real entries, and non-zero determinant (which

implies invertabílity), and these form a group under ordinary

matrix multiplication with identity Ï = ( 
tt..." 

) That is
tot'

G,Q,(m,R) = {g I g = (øii), 9ij € R' det g+ o}
irj=lr-..m

vüe d.efine o(mrP.) as the set of orthogonal Lransform-

ations of an m-d.imensional vector spacer oI alternatively

as the set of transformations leaving the quaclratic form

T'ë invariant, v¡hich gives:

O(mrR) = {fr € G'C (m,R) | h'h = I} '
This forms a group since, for any hr, hz € O(mrR) '

(hrhz)t(hl 112) = lnz'htr hrhz = r

.'. hrhz € O(mrR) whenever hr , hz € O(mrR).

o(mrR) obviously has inverses, and the same identity, fr âs

G.C(m,R) . The orthogonal group is sometimes called the rotation

group, since any transformation of 5 leaving 5'ð invariant

must be a simple rotation of ã about the origin. Since

h'h = I V h € o(mrR), we have det h = I 1. Thus. O(mrR)'

splits into two disjoint parts, the positive and negative

rotations, which have positive and negative determinants

respectively. That half rvith positive determinant is ca1led

the special orthogonal group, SO(mrR), and becomes important

later on because ít is the connected component of the identity.

obviously o (m, R) is a subgroup of G.c (m, R) , as is so (m r R) .

Another important subgroup of Gl,(mrR) is the special linear

group, S[ (m, R) , with

S.C(m,R) = {g € G.0(m,R) | aet g = 1}.
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Then SO(m,R) is also a subgroup of S.0(m,R).

The complex extensions of these groups also come in

useful. As in other branches of mathernatics, the complex

field, being of characteristic zero, adds considerable

richness to certain results, particularly v,'hen f inding

roots of equations. ft ís often convenient to expand to

the complex field to solve a problem, and then \^¡orry about

bringing the result back to the reals. The complex general

linear group is naturally enough

GÎ,(m,C) = {g = (Sii) I ?ij € C, det g + o}
i,)=1 i'---m

and the complex orthogonal group is

o(m,C) = {fr € G.Q,m,C) | h'h = I} .

S.Q, (m,C) and SO(m,C) are completely analogous. Another

important group is the unitary group, U(m), where

U(m) = {u lü'n = uü' = I}

and ü is the complex conjugate of u. rn many viays it is

the more natural extension of O(m,R). We can define it as

the set of transformations leaving the hermitian form I'X
invariant, and rve have an isomorphism between the positive

definite hermitian matrices M(m,C) = {p I p' = p} and the

coset space G0 (m ,c) /U (m) . In the same way that g'g is

positive definite symmetric for any g € Gl,(m,R), we have

-g'g positive definite hermitian for any g € G.e,(m,C).

Occasionally one takes the vierv that these groups are

quite abstract, defined purely as transformations, and

possessing mere representations or realizations as matrix

groups. This is sometimes useful, but often quite confusing.

For example, O(mrR) is sometimes defined as those transform-

ations leaving an arbitrary Çuadratic form (e.g. ð'A |r
for A € M(m,R) ) invariant. This changes our familiar
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realization of O(m,R) drasticatly. lVe will avoid such

abstractions.

The idea of a transitive transformation glroup may help

in visualízing these groups. A group, G, is said to act

transitivelyonaspace X ifeach g €G isaone-to-one
mapping on X (e.9. V x € X, g.x € X, and is well-defined),
and if for any two points Xr r x2 € X l-here always exists
a g € G which will carry Xr into x2 = g.Xr. Thus X

can be covered or gienerated by applying G to any one point

of X. X is said to be homogeneous with respect to G. If
we pick any point Xo € X, then the subgroup, Go, of G

which leaves x0 fixed is called the isotropy group at Xo r

or sometimes the stationary subgroup. Then X can be put

in one-to-one correspondence with the coset space G/Go,

sinceforany x€X thereexistsa g €G suchthat

9'Xo = x. But any member of 9 Go is another such mâp,

so for each x € X v¡e can associate the particular coset

g Go. The path traced out by x under transformations of

Go is called the orbit of x.

The orthogonal group has been defined as rotations of

vectors about their origin. In 3-dimensions, if we take a

vector, say of unit length for convenience, and apply

O ( 3, R) to it, it vüiIl- trace out the sphere , 32 . If we

then choose some poÍnt, say the Inorth pole', xo = (1r0r0)

as origin, then the rotations leaving xo fixed are

obviously the rotations about the axis through xo r or
tI. o o \
(3; ';,; ;;;)'
52 v¡hich can

o(3,R)/O(2,R).

So we have O ( 3, R) acting trans j-tively on

be represented as the homogeneous space

Since 52 is also homogeneous with respect
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to SO(3,R), we get 52 = SO(3,R)/SO(2,R). The orbit of a

point is a latitude l-ine. Obviously this generalizes to

arbitrary d j-mension, with S*- r = o (m, R) /o (m-1, R) as the

hypersphere centred at er of unit radius, in Rm. We

can also consider O(mrR) as acting transitively in the

space of straight lines through g in R*, projective

-m- Ispace P"' ', by identifying the two points on an axis with

each line. This concept generalizes in two ways. Consider

the space of p-d.imensional subspaces in Rm (m Þ p) , which

is aÌso homogeneous with respect to O(m,R). But this time

both rotations within a subspace and rotations in its orthog-

onal complement vrill leave it invariant, so that isotropy

group is O(m-p,R) x O(prR) . This space is known as the

Grassman man.ifold Gp,m-p = O(m,R)/(O(m-p,R) x O(p,R) ). The

other is the space of p-forms, the sets of p orthonormal

vectors in R*, called the Stieffel manifold V(p,m). The

only transformations of O(mrR) Ieaving p orthonormal

vectors fixed are those in the comþlement of the space spannecl

by the p vectors. So V(p,m) = O(m,R)/O(m-p'R).

We know G.C (m, R) acts transitively on M (m, R) under

congruence transformation

g:S+9Sg' g €G.C(m,R), S€M(m,R).

(In other words, the composition rule, . , is a congruence

transformation, 9.S = g S g'.) For, taking any

Sr r Sz € M(mrR) r^/e can express each as Sr = gtgt t , Sz = gzgzl

for some gt tgz € G[(mrR), and then gzgt 1 transforms Sr

into Sz under congruence transformation. AIso, the

isotropy group at I in M(m,R) is obviously O(m,R) ,

giving of course 14 (m, R) = G.f, (m ,R) /O (m, R) .
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L.4 A simple application

Sometimes just an appreci.ation of the group symmetries

involvecl in a problem is enough to make the essential points

stand out. For example, consider a crystal which is randomly

orientated in space. One wishes to determine the probability

density for the smallest angle this crystal must be turned to

se't it. upright t or onto one of its f aces. Such a problem

might arise where crystals were being manufactured or found

in different orientations, and one wished to determine whether

their orientations were in fact random t oY were perhaps subject

to othe:: forces.

First, for simpl-icity, take the crystal to be the unit

cube, and randomly orientated in space, centred at 9. So

the orthogonal group is involved somewhere, since the cube

is subject to orientation changing relations. But O(3'R) r¡¡e

know acts transitively on spheres. Vühat is really meant by

a random orientation of a cube is that a sphere inside the

cube is randomly rotated. Vísualize the cube (upright) as

containing 32 , with the centre of each face +-angent to

the sphere. If vre pick a point on 52 as origino and then

rotate 52 randomly, this point will then be uniformly

distributed on 52. Once this is realized., the rest becomes

simple. For obviously, the distance from our roving point

to the nearest tangent point v¡il] give us the shortest angle

the crystal must then be turned to make it upright.

It is a short step from picturing the boxed in sphere

to projecting the edges of the cube onto the sphere, along

the planes through the respective edges and 9. This gives

us a curiously marked sphere divided into six equally shaped

and sized regions, bY segments of great circles.
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f

ô

v

plo,nc X*Y = o irrèergqqÈ;¡, xrrylrza, I

The probabiliLy that that angle is between 0 and 0 is then

the surface area traced out by O < e* < e. This is obviously

quite regular till 0 reaches r/4, and then the rate

decreases rapidly because of .new edges. The micl-point of

rhe firsr quadrant is (È, å, É) which makes an anele of

z
a.

x

Each portion can be further divided neatly into 4 equal pieces

by planes through the tangent point axes, and from various

symmetries we need only consider the point as random on one

of these. Taking the first quadrant, for example, and

looking at the top section, the point has " * chance of

being on this piece, and if it does ]and there, then the

shortest angle to a tangent face occurs along the paLh to

(0,0,1).

,t)
pht g X-Z e O lr.Le.sec,û, ng lgl+y ¡+2.2. 

I

x

l. -L\'Ji'J5-/



sin ' ( E \ -ì / r\
\/ r / or cot-' \rñ) 

(anuroximaterY

the three closest tangent faces, and is the

through which the cube might have to turn.

To calculate the density function' use

spherical co-ordinate system (r set to one

L4-

54" 44, ) with

maximum angle

the following

for convenience).

¿

CUFUê X-Z=q ¿rrJ
Xa+V1+Zl r ¡

x=Sin0CosÇ
y=Sin0Sinç1
z=Cos0

d$

)

x

With this co-ordinate system, the infinitesimal area piece

is just sin 0 d 0 d 0, and the area shaded is fr tft. total

area of the sphere, (4n). So the density function for

0< e< Tr/4 is just

ty'+4B
m Sined0d0=3Sin0d0

0=o

and over the range ä*o<cor-r is just

48 rnl, r , r^ 
.l 2 _

ñ .|'," _, 
sin 0 d e d o = (e sin o-+ cos-t(cot e)

Ó = Cos '(Cot 0)

since the curve described by x-z = 0, x2+y2+22= I becomes

Cot Q = Cos 0, giving O = Cos-t(Cot O) along the one edge.

A graph of this function shows its behaviour clearly.
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1

f (")

f(s) = 3 5¡.(o)
{ (o)= s Sir(e) - r r Coi'( Cot( e\ /'rt

o -.957
cøt'r ( r/õ)

I , .cdi...¡

Generalizíng to other crystal shapes presents no

conceptual problem, once the above is understood, since we

witl still have the basic spherical structure. The edges

of an arbitrary crystal mây, rvhen projected onto 52, give

several different types of pieces. Each type will require a

separate surface integral, and one will have to keep track

of hol many there are of each kind, but the basíc idea

remains the same. A similar technique \^¡as used, I believe,

in Handscomb (1958) to solve a related problem concerning two

randomly'disorientated' cubes.
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1.5 Lie groups and aJ-qebras

The most important properties of these matrix groups

stem from their very rich topologies. As opposed to the

ordinary concept of a group as a set of points v¡hich can

be perhaps permuted, and which possess the discrete topol-

ogy of artificial open and closed sets, the matrix groups

are quite continuous, in fact analytic" It makes sense to

discuss limits and neighbourhoods. One can consLruct

segueRces of group members which can approach arbitrarily

close to another member, and ask perfectly valid questions

concerning concepts such as closed-ness, open-ness, bounded-

ness, cornpactrress, and measurability.

For one thing, the group oper:ations are analyt-ic. If
gt , gz belong to a matrix group G, then (g, , gz) -> 91 .gz-r r

from G x G + Gr is an analyti-c map. (This neatly combines

the properties (g, , gr) -> gt.g2 and gr + gt I into one. )

For another, a matrix group is an analytic manifold. Rigor-

ous definitions of a manifold can be found .in any differential

geometry text (e.g. Helgason (1962),p.4). This is essentially the

notion that if one can break the object up into smal-I enough

pieces such that each bit appears to be Euclidean or rflatr 
,

then the object is a manifold. One can piece together a

manifold from open subsets, and if u, say, is one of

these pieces, then a.homeomorphic map, 0, exists mapping

u onto an open subset of R*, for some fixed (throughout

the manifotd) m. Thus associated r^¡ith each 'piece' is a

co-ordinate system in R*, usually denoted by

(xr r xz t xm). The smoothness of the overlap between

competing co-ordinate systems gives the type of manifold.

In an analytic manifold, if ur and u2 are intersecting

open sets, and þt, þz their respective homeomorphic maps,
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then Q1.Qz-r must be an analytic map from 0z (ur n uz )

to 0, (ur fì uz ), which are open subsets of Rm-

Taking Gf,(m,R) thenr aDY g € G.C(m'R) is an m x m

matrix with real entries. If this matrix is strung out,

row- or column-wise, it turns into a vector in R*t, giving

the homeomorphism between G.C (mrR) and an open (since
t

det (g) + o) set in Rm-. Similarly G.Q, (m,C) is an

analytic manifold of dimension R'*2. We can then induce

manifold structures on thej-r various subgroups. Taking

account of the added relationships among the matrix entries,

this gives O (m, R) of dimension %m (m-1) ' S.C (m, R) of

dimension m2-1, u(m) of dimension fr2 , and so on (see

e.g. Miller (L972), p.171).

It is this combination of group and topological struct-

ures which gives us the rich and. rewarding subject of Lie

groups - named after Sophus Lie who first studied them

around the turn of the century. A Lie group is a group

which is also an analytic manifold, and whose group oper-

ations are analytic. Thus ou:: matrix groups are Lie groups'

since matrix multiplication is obviously analytic. (Actually

every Lie group is homeomorphic to a matrix group!) One can

consider a Lie group as either a group with a smooth topology

and group operations cornpatible with this topology, or as a

nice manifold richly endov¡ed with a compatible gnoup structure'

tùhichever way, it is a most pov¡erful concept, with far-reaching

consequences. For example, it is a remarkable f act that if r'¿e

have all the requirements for a Lie group, except merely

conLinuous group operations, then this is sufficient to

force them to be analytic. Thj-s was a long-standing conject'

ure of Hilbert's (the V problem)r which was only proved

comparatively recently (see Montgomery-Zippin, f955) . Even
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an isomorphism between two Lie groups, which is at least

continuous, must necessarily be analytic. rf their topol-

ogíes coincide then they are identical. AIso, anY arralytic

subgroup (a subgroup and submanifold) of a Lie group must

always be another Lie group, even if it is not closed, ot

even a subspace.

The special nature of Lie groups can be further apprec-

iated by considering a Lie group near its identity' e.

Restricting to such a region is no real bot-her, because \^/e

are dealing with an analytic aroup. A transformation from

e to any other member carries the whole topologlz wit.h it,.

Quoting Cohn (1957), 'No point is more important than any

other point' . I,trhatever the group looks like near e is

what it looks like anywhere else, and one can shift about

as one pleases. For this reason one normally studies only

the l:ehaviour of a Lie group near its origin.

This brings us to that curious entity, the Lie algebra.

It is essentially the tangent space to the manifold at e.

But because a Lie group is more than just an ordinary

manifold, this tangent space possesses many exceptional

properties, not teast of which is its well-defined multi-

plication, the Lie product. The Lie algebra of a group

contains almost all the information required to identify

and construct the group, and is also a vector spacer so is

in many ways easier to handle than the original group. Often

Lie algebras are defined and studied independently of Lie

groups, and- only later is the tangent space at e of a Lie

group shown to possess the required properties of this

algebra. But we shalI begin with tangent spacesr so first

we need to know what they are.
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The most usual approach to tangent spaces comes from a

consideration of the space of real analytic functions, Cw (ll) ,

on a manifold, 14, and the set of differentiable curves on

M, parametrized by xi (t) , i - lr... rÍt. Take any curve'

y(t), on M such that y(o) = P, p € 14. Then for Ô'y(t) ={xi(t)}'

dxi
dr l=o

and the derivative of any function along Y (t)

will be:

$ r (x(t)) f

:tr4

I I ôxi

at l=o

Ài
m
x

ô

l:O p

The operator Àaa/ðxi is defined to be a tangent vector

at p. The above is by no means rigorous. Care must be

taken to keep straight when one is working on 14 or R*,

and nurnerous Q's and ö- I 's are required for exactness.

The ô/âxi's are accepted shorthand for the map

r * ilÍ-'Ó-l)- 'Ódxi

One then shows that the set of tangent vectors of

differentiable curves through p form a vector space, Mp,

with basis {ð/ðxi, i = 1,...,m}. Each tangent vector is

an operator on Cw (¡l) , taking an analytic function defined

on M into R. Every p € M has a tangent space. A vector

field is a collection of tangent vectors, one from each

tangent space on M, picked so that each collection is a

derivatio'n on Cw(M). That is, x is a vector field if :

X(qf+ßg) =gxf +ßXg cr'ß€R

X(fg) = (xf)g + f (xg) f , 9 € c'(¡l).

Note that for f. € c* (¡¡) , xf € c* (¡a) also , fot xf is

def ined as (xf ) (p) = * | n' t

m
1

i=I
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The set of vector fields is denoted by ,r (M) . Conversely,

one could define vector fields as derivatÍons on Ct (¡¿) , and

then produce tangent spaces by restricting D'(¡"1) to individ-
ua1 points in ¡1. This whole process is sometimes called
fibring, in modern literature. Vector field.s \{ere originally
known as infinitesimal transformations.

Where one has vector spaces, one expects to find duals,

and the dual of a tangent space is called the co-tangent space

M;, with a basis naturally defined by dxlr i = 1....rm,
such that dxi +- = ôi (Kronecher De1ta), and for anyr^j J

f € Cw(M), df is a map from x a *n into x(f) € R, so

df is a vector in lË. The different.ial l-forms are coll-
ections of co-tangent vectors, where now if w is a l-form.
and X a vector field, w X is a function on Ct(¡l), where

wX wl xl . These are denoted by 2r (M).

The notation of super- and sub-scrÍpts is quite standard,

having roots in the old differential geometry concepts of
contra- and co-variant transformations and tensors. It is
cross-products of the ,l (¡,1)'s which build up the tensor

fields. One of these, the exterior differential forms, are

important statist.ically. These are the set of alternate
multilinear maps of 3t (¡l) x. . . xrl (M) into R, for any

number of crosses. Adding a multiplication to these, (the
rwedge' product), we can produce a maximal form which can be

used as a volume measure on various groups and coset spaces of

use in statistics (see James (1954) ).
Returning to Lie groups, one might hope that the composition

allowed on such manÍfolds would give an added richness to

tangent spaces. ff yr (t) and yz (t) are curves through

e (at t = o) r then yr (t).yz (t) is another curve through

ppp
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e, with tangent vector Xr + Xz for Xi the tangent at e

of Yi(t). But we get much more than this. If Xr and Xz

are tangent vectors at Me, corresponding to yr (t), yz (t)

as before, then XtXz- XzXr forms another tangent, denoted.

[Xr ,Xz ], the commutation or Lie product, which corresponds

to the curve \t (fL)yz (,fÐyt (/E) -ty, ( /E)-'. Alternatively,
one can show a one-to-one relationship between If. and the

set of left-invariant vector fields (those vector fields
invariant under dlp where Lp : g + pg for g, p € G) .

If X € M" then there is only one left-invariant vector

field i with i. = x. If i, , i, are two left-invarj-ant
vector fields, then [i, , i, ] is another, wj-th li, ,i, I l.= [X1 ,x: .,]

Over a small enough regionr wê can express Xr and Xz as

Xr a and *., =
l-d

ð*i
]-

n anal.ytic functions. Then

1n
mix Ë'

i=1 -

Einj
m¡x E'

a r l=I

m
t

a ð*i

for -l_

(XrXz) f anj
ðx.

l_

af
ðx.l

and the second term spoils Xr Xz being another vector field.
However iti, irit gets rid of this annoying factor. On

llsr obviously [Xrx1 = O, and one can verify the Jacobi

identity [x,[y,z]l + [Itz,X]l + lz,l.x,vll = 0 for.all

xrY rz e Me.

It does not really matter whether one considers a Lie

algebra as the left-invariant vector fields, or as the tangent

space at e of G, although the latter view is handier for

our purposes.

Any vector space over a fíeId, possessed of a bilinear
product rule, lrf, such that [Xrx1 = 0, and the Jacobi

identity, is called a. Lie algebra. Often Lie algebras are

defined in vacuo, and only later is the important connection

with Lie groups brought out. This approach seems to obscure
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the fundamental and remarkable relationships between Lie

groups and their algebras, which can just be touched on here.

But first we need the exponential mapr êxp.

A Lie algebra is related to its group via the exponential map,

which maps a neighbourhood of g in the algebra, denoted as

G, onto a neighbourhood of e in Gt in a one-to-one fashion"

This process hinges on the so-caI1ed 1-parameter subgroups of

a Lie group, which are curves y(t) [V (o) ="), such that

y(tr )yftz) = y(tr+tz ). This gives an isomorphism between the

real line and such curves through e in G. It is part of

Lie theory to prove that such curves not only exist, but cover

a neighbourhood of e, and that every X e G is a tangent

vector to one I-parameter subgroup through e. From the

definition of l-parameter subgroups one can show that

exp : X + yx (t) la=a is the regular exponential map

exp (X) # "". Basically, one shows that exp t X obeys

d
dt\

differential equation as exp t X = I + tx + Lt'x' +

(for proof see Helgason (L962) | p. 101).

It is a simple matter to prove that for any m-by-m matrix

X, the series exp(X) is always well-defined and convergent.

Some other useful properties are exp (A+B) = exp A ' exp B iff

AB = BA, exp ((s+t.)A) = exp(sA + tA), det(exp A) = exp(trace A)

for det = determinant, and exp(X') = (exp X), for X' the

transpose of X.

With exp rtre can novT explicitly calculate the Lie algebras

of our various groups and subgroups. By definition'

G.Q.(m,R) = {ylaet y * 0}, so if x is a member of the Lie

algebra of G!"(m,R), denoted by JG0(m,R) ' then exp x € GÎ,(m,P'

co

L
n=o
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So:

det (exp x) = det (I + x + '4 x2 + ...) + O.

But this is true for any x at all. Therefore JG.0(m,R)

is composed of every mxm matrix, invertible or otherwise.

(This is just a generalization of the mappÍng x * e* of

the whole real line into the positive reals.) Similarly,

any mxm complex matrix is a member of the Lie a1gebra,

JG.Q, (m,C) of G.C (m,C) .

If x € JS.C(mrR), the Lie algebra of the special linear

group, then det(exp (x) ) = I. But det(exp(x) ) = exp(trace x) r

and exp(trace x) = I implíes trace x = 0. So:

JS.Q, (m,R) = {x €. f c9" (m,R) ltrace x = 0}.

The orthogonal group has a more interesting algebra , f.or

if x € JO (m, R) , then

(exp x) (exp x)' = I

(exp x)'= (exp x) -I = exp(-x)

exP (x') : exp (-x)

x' = -x

x-l-xt=O

So x is skew-symmetric. We can easily verify this result

for "CO(2,R). By the above, all elements of the form

(r-t) € Jo (2 , R) for r € R. rhen :

e*p [t-t)
t
o

I
T¡

/ -t2
\" (

3

=I+ o-t
to

o+r4 _t2
o+ ..t3 +

L-1L2+\t t4. . .

t-+ t3+...
-+ -¡- I +3u I 3t "

L-r4L2+ L, tr. . .

lcos t Sin t\tt
\si" t cos L) ,

Similarly Jo(mrC) is composed of complex skew-sytnmetric

matrices, and fU(m) of skew-hermitian matrices

(i.e. x + [r = o for x complex conjugate of x).
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The relationshÍp between a group and its algebra is

almost aII one could wish for. f Say I its' algebra because

every Lie group has an algebra' every Lie algebra a giroup,

and there is only the one algebra associated with each group,

and connected via exp. In fact, if two groups have the Same

algebra, then they are at teast locally isomorphic. For

example, the space of real numbersr R, is a group unCer

addition, and R/Z or R mod the integers z, is another

additive group, bu-t both are identical near er and so have

the same Lie algebra, even though R/Z is a wrapping of R-

Also , lO (m, R) is identical to JSO (m, R) , since SO (m'R)

is actually just the connected component of e in O(2'R),

so near e the two groups are indistinguishable. This

property of Lie groups is often useful in showing local

isomorphisms between seemingly unrelated Lie groups-

Another remarkable and ímportant property is the

relationship between Lie subgroups and subalgebras. B is

a subalgebra of G Íf Y bt tbz € B, lb, ,b, I € B. Correspond-

ing to normal subgroup theory, if B is an ideal so

lb,gl e B Y g € G' then G/B is another subalgebra, and

G = B 6) G/8. ff an algeb::a contains a subalgebra, then there

is a Lie subgroup of the targe group which corresponds to the

subal.gebra under exp. A1sor âDY subgroup, B, of G will

generate a Lie algebra B which wilt be a subalgebra of G.

It is by no means obvious that this should happen, but the

fact that it does helps to emphasize the special position of

Lie group theory in ordinary group theory. AS we would now

expect, íf B is an ideal, then exp B is a normal subgroup'

exp B/G another group and G - Gr x Gz : exp B x exp B/G.
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The above facts and results from Lie theory can be found

in any text on Lie groups, such as Chevalley (1946), Pontrjagin
(1958) or Cohn (1957) - a particularly fine litt1e monograph.

The vector product of two Lie groups corresponds to the

vector addition of their algebras. Thus if one could classify

all Lie algebras, one could then essentially classify (up to

local isomorphisms) all Lie groups (and vice-versa of course).

E. Cartan set himself this task, and did succeed in classifying

the special set of semi-simple groups this wây, by decomposing

their algebras into essential building blocks, the simple

algebras (those with no proper ideals). I¡Ie sha1l study this

work later, since ít. is closely connected with symmetric space

theory.

To recap then, lve see that each group, Gr Possessed of

a reasonable amount of topology, will have associaLed with it

a flat vector space which possesses a rather curious composition

rule, the Lie product, which is ctosely rel-ated to conjugation

on the group (g * gt9g7r). The addition rule corresponds, to

a first approximaticn, r^;j-th multiplication on the group, and

the Jacobi identity is just a reformation of the associative

Iaw on the group.

Some of this structure will now be used in separating

various components in some likelihood ratio tests.
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CHAPTER 2

STATISTICAL APPLICATTON

2.L General

One can put a handle on the positive definite symmetric

matrices by giving them a geometric representation, which is

often of great help in understanding their structure. To each

positive definite symmel-ri.c matrix, X, m-x-mr one associates

the ellipsoid defined by the equatÍon ã'XX = It where

ðt = (xr, *z t , x*) € Rm. The lengths of the principal

axes of the ell.ipsoid are the inverse sguare roots of the

eigenvalues of L, and their directions give the eigenvectors.

x - (:' :,),
T¡

In two dimensions this becomes quite simple. For

say, then

(xt, xz) OrO
OÕz I gives xl(;)

a

For I arbitrâry, X x'Ix=1 gives(
\

Ol 03
O¡ Cz

x\
(x,r,x.t¡

(x,t,

xl

where L, , 9.2 are the eigenvalues of X , and ,t (; ) and

* (*) are the eigenvectors of I. In two dimensions then,

l/T' xI {u x?\ /cos o sin e\
n = 1,4; *,' n; "î) 

= (-rtr, o cos e) € o(2'R)

for some 0, the angle the ellipsoid is rotated from stanclard

form. Diagonal matrices give ellipses in standard form, but

matrices with non'zero covariances are rotated about the origin.

We can partition I{(m,R) into families where within each family
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the matrices all have the

In two dimensions then, if

same eigenvalues or latent roots.

a family contained

all possible rotations of the ellipse about

M(m,R) could be partitioned into families

have the same eigenvectors or principal axes.

type would then be all dilations and shrinkages;

it also contains

the origin.

Conversely,

where the members

A family of this

e. g.

plus any other ellipse with the major

directions.

A visualization of all possible

centred at the origin, will then to a

mental image of M(m,R) .

Unfortunately the 2-dimensional

adequate. For example, O(2rR) is a

group. Rotating Lzxz by 0t, then

as rotating by 0, , then 0r (namely

and minor axes in the same

ellipsoids j-n m-dimensions,

Iimited degree give one a

picture is not always

commutative (abelian)

0z gives the same result

a rotation by the angle

0r * 0, , which can be easily verifi.ed) . In higher dimensions

this does not happenr since O(mrR) is not commutative f.or

m > 2.

Still, this simple picture of M(mrR) is often quite

useful in multivariate hypothesis testing, and in dealing with

.M(mrR) in general, sínce it often clarifies both questions ancl

answers, besides pinpointing essential difficulties in certain
problems. One of these concerns the behaviour of X if it has

two or more equal roots. It is easy to forget that this has
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grave bearing

firm picture

gives

on the principal

of M (m, R) . For,

unless one has a very
o
o then x'Ix=1

axes,

l_r L :) ,

which is of course a circle, with principal axes in every

direction. Using sarnpling statistics then, the cl.oser two roots

become the less information one has about. the posiLion of their
respective eigenvectors. A zeyo root will mean that the ellip-

soicl takes up a smaller dimension, with the missing direction

cornpletely unknown.

One ímportant question in mul-tivariate analysis deals wj-th

decidi-ng on equality of population variance-covariance matrices

for different samples. Sometimes, especially in morphological

work, it becomes important to compare not only i,¡hole variance-

covariance matrices, but also various components of them. For

example, in recent years lBlackith and Reyment, (197L)] it. has

become accepted practice to labeI eigenvectors of a sample

variance-covariance matrix, when derived from biological measure-

ment datar âs various growth factors, such as size or shape.

It is not the statistician's job to criticize the biologistrs

reasons for such labe-llitg, but perhaps it is our job to point

out the mathematical difficutties inherent in eigenvector,/value

techniques, so that such methods can be used with necessary care

and. caution.

Since the first eigenvector generally turns out to have

positive entries, it has been labelled the si-ze factor. This

does seem reasonable in animal or plant data, since there is

no a priori reason why the largest eigenvalue should be produced

by a positive eigenvector, and it courd be argued that it then
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must be measuring some large overall characterj-stic, most

probably size. Of course this al-so occurs if the correlation

terms are positive. One is, though, presuming that a size

factor, if it. exists, will necessarily have the largest var-

iance of all. This may in fact be justifiable. However it'

does seem important to keep these assumptions in view"

There is also a certain arbitrariness about the choice

of the diagonalizing matrix. For S a sample variance-

covariancematrix, S = HLH" H € O(mrR), L diagonal' elements

L, , "...0m'¡ Li > [i+t, then H has been chosen to give this

ordering of the roots Li. Permuting the roots amounLs to

permuting the columns of H. Group theoret.ically, one can

permute the elements of L by matrices of the form

o

which form a subgroup K of O(m,R). (Note this is a discrete

subgroup of o(m,R), with no smooth topology it is not a Lie

subgroup.) That is k],k' permutes the elements of L, V k € K.

Since S = HLH' = Hk'klk'kHt = (Hk')kl,kt(Ilk')' lrre see that Hk'

also diagonalizes S. This ís ímmaterial of course, since the

same eigenvector remains related to the same latent root, but it

is nice to be aware of what one is actually doing. Geometrically,

if one imagines an hyperellipsoid in m-space, then this amounts

to deciding to which standard form we wish to rotate. That is,

which root goes with which axis. Choosing this by sízer âs is

normally doner w€ then see that there may be different ways of

rotating to this standard form. If HLH' = S' then for M

diagonal, with t 1 along the diagonalr wê have

1t

o
o-I

.I ok

I
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H(IVILM)H| = S = (HM)L(HM)'. Thus M may reverse the signs

of each entry in an eigenvector. Obviously if h'Sh = À,

then (-h)'S (-h) = 1, too. When H is calculated by a

computer program, it has always had some arbitrary rule used.

to decide on the sign. Usually (and the one we use here) this

is to set the iith elements positive, puttíng H close to I.
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2.2 Eigenvalue-eigenvector tests of egualj-ty

In multivariate statis'c.ics, likelihood ratios tend to

test several hypotheses at once, all embodied in the ori-ginal

null hypothesis, and discrepancies in any one of which can

cause rejection of the whole. If the null hypothesis is

rejected, one might wish to see just which factors are'to

blame', if Èhis is at all possible. By uti-Iizing the Lie

group structure of O(mrR), it was found possible to part-

ition the likelihood ratio for testing equality of two popul-

ation Wishart matrices into separate tests for equality of

eígenvalues and eigenvectors. Such tests are of real value

in morphological research in particular, where much work

deals wíth comparisons of sexes or species.

Suppose we have Sr and Sz being two observations

from the Wishart populations W(nrrnrlr ) and W(nrmrXz )

respectively, with the sane dimensions, m, and degrees

of freedom, n. One wishes to test the null hypothesis' Ho:

Xr = Lz. This is equivalen'b to testing that both the eigen-

r-¡alues and eigenvectors at e identical. The etI-ipsoidal

representation of the positive definite symmetric matrices,

M(mrR), is invaluable in understanding just how two covar-

iance matrices can differ. They may have the same orient-

ations or eigenvectors, but different latent roots or

principle axes, i.e"

or haye the same latent roots, but different axesf
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l_.e

or be quite different in both respects. Another perhaps

interesting possibility is that the eigenvalues be in the

same proportion, with one matrix being just a dilation of

the other, and with equal eJ-genvectors,

i. e.

This then implies a simple scalar difference, Xr = kXz. One

imagines this would be of interest in morphological work since

it would seem to imply only a size difference in growth patterns.

Eyen a simple scalar d.ifference between the roots, without equal

orientations, might have a physical interpretation in some

problems.

One should appreciate why such questions pose real diffi-

culty in multivariate work. For although we can draw a precise

ellipsoid for an actual sample, the true population ellipsoid

is simply somewhere around the sample, and we have no way of

eyen drawing in percentile boundaries. One can imagine situa-

tions where like1y population ellipsoids for both samples might

have the same roots, but different eigenvectors, yet at the

same time another pair of likely candidates might have egual

eigenvectors but different roots, and where overall we reject

Ho : Xr = Lz. One hopes this does not happen too often, since

we have as yet no way of testing for this. The marginal
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density for the eigenvalues involves a hypergeometric function

of matrix argument IJames (1964) ] w]rlch makes even calculating

the maximum likelihood estimates (m.1.e.) for the population

roots to all intents and purposes impossible, much less calcul-

ating joint m.1.e.'s.

The following test deals with this dilemma by compromise.

Vüe test both sub-hypotheses at once as best we can, by essent-

ia1ly looking at devj-ations of both factors from the m.l.e. for

I, given Ir = Lz

doubt, but it is at least a starting point, and is obviously

better than the other known tests for approximately equal sample

sizes¡ as \^/e shall see later. If we start with Sr - W(nrmrlr )

and Sz - Vrl (nrm, Xz ) , then the m.1. e. for Xr is Sr and f or

Lz is Sz . But under Ho : Xr = lz = L, the m.I.e. of X is

[St + S") /2, and the likelihood ratio criterion, 
^, 

for

testing Ho is:
4 \ ndet Sr ) (det Sz )

À r* aDet

(see e.g. Anderson (f 958) ).
We also know that Sr = IIr Lr Hr' and Sz = Hz LzHz ' for

Hi € o(mrR) the eigenvectors, and L1 diagonal, the. Iatent

roots of Si. By putting the roots in decreasing order of

magnitude, and requiring the diagonal elements of H1 to be

positive, we determine the Hi and Li uniquely. By this

choice, the Hi then have determinent 1. Using this fact,

and the identity Det(A) .oet(B) = Det(AB), \^¡e can derive a

new expressíon for 
^7/n 

.
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Àn det Hr Lr Hr ') (det HzLzHz')\ \,

det * HzLzHz
2

\det Lr de'b Lz

det (Hr ') det rLrHr + 2

\det Lr det Lz )

Irr

the diagonal, and *ij

*i_ j then,
:

m...F\ x
k=I

Hr 'Hz = exp (X) A'

-xij ...I-LIx

det Hz

34.

(2)

H*

\

\
Lzdet a

We know that under the null hypothesis at least, Hr is

approximately equal to Hz t so that IIt tlf.z will be near

the identity, I*. But once in the neighbourhood of I*,

we can start to apply Lie algebra approximations to group

members, via the exponential map. In this case, there exists

an X such that

Htt]F.z = exp (X) = I + X + '<x' +

But the Lie algebra of O(mrR) is the space of ske\,ü-symmetric

matrices, so i )

Îal'''
x

$rith zeros along -*ji-

For small

o

-T"
L

T

j o

2xit xij

2
jk"'

We are going to substitute H* f.ot Ht'Hz in (2).

The trouble with this approximation is that the further

Hr'Hz is from I, the worse the approximation may become,

and this has nothing to do with the sample size n. However'
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over fairly broad regions of O(n,R) this approximation should

be reasonably good. In actual practice, when the *ij are

estimated, we can check the accuracy by seeing what effect

this change has on À. Appreciable changes would of course

make one more cautious of drawi-ng def j-nite conclusions.

Also, put

kr kz
Pr

Pz

Lr , Lz

km P*
o

Making these substitutions in (21 , one obtains

I
n

m

i!, (tinr) ä

À A' (ä ) r'L det ( Lr H^ + H-Lz )

The denominator term, when expanded out, dropping all terms

in the *ij's of degree g'reater than two, becomes:

det (Lr H* + H*Lz ) ^,

(3)

2*l (
i=1 \

!+) + 2^-2 ili"ii (ki-kj) (ni-ni)2 m
I

n=1
n*i
nr-l

a

This can be seen by noting that the dominant diagonal terms

are (ki + pi) (r >z 
uËa*ro') , and the off-diagonal terms are

xii (ki + pj) (i.e. the skew-opposite term is - xlj (kj + pi) )

so there are no terms of degree I left, the onÌy degree 2

terms from the diagonal are of the form *ij 
"Ïr,or, 

+ prr)

and the squared öff-diagonal terms are
/m \xii2( II (k,., * pn)f (ki + pi)(]<i + pi). The third degree" \n=1

terms are almost non-existent, even if more terms are included.

l{one arise f::om the diagonal, since x3 has zeros along the

diagonal. Off diagonal terms in X3 add only higher degree

terms in the determinant. The xijxLg terms in the off-

diagonal, which we also omitted, only add terms of degrees 4

n+i, i
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This decomposition can be justified as follows.
Asymptotically, under the hypothesis that the roots are

identical, \^re have :

ki - N(Ài, 2^1/î), pi - N(Ài, 2).i2/n)

(see e.g. James (1966), p. 222).

Estimaging Ài as (ki + pi) /2 = L!, gives asymptotically,

ki-- Pi = di .y N(o, Lir/n)

ndl2 Dor -# ,þ xí.
Similarly, if the eig.envectors of Ir and Lz are the same,

say the columns of H, then

I-1Lz2r,
)

-rk

Hr Ht , Hz Ht zix

where yij ;" N o,
). Àa

n l t
zíj 'p N n (pi-p j )

ol

(see e.g.

-Yir

.t_

oi o1
f ( oi-oi ))

for Ài the roots of
James (1969) ). A1so,

Xr , o.1 the roots of Lz

(Hr H') (H, H') ' = HtHz'

I-\tx2rl *xrk "'Yix-zik"'

- (vi¡-ziu)

So under Ho, yij and ,i) are identically distributed, and our

*ij * N(", il#+fàFqr)
is a very neat amalgam of the two variance estimates, giving
asymptotically,

n
i *t)' (ei-ni ) (ki-k j ) /LiL j ,þ x?

'-xit
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The eigenvector terms are inÈerest.itg, in that they

show quite ctearly the effect of close sample roots, which

cause our information to be reduced drasticalty, till at

worst we lose alt ability to make any inferences about resp-

ective eigenvectors. This is precisely what one would expect

to happen, since equal eigenvalues mean that the respective

eigenvectors are any unit vectors within a certain subspace

of dimension greater than one.
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2.3 Comparisons

It is instructive to compare this test with other

eigenvector tests. To the author's knowledge, the only

other test for eigenvectors in the literature is the one

developed by Anderson (1963), which tests the hypothesis that.

the population matrix for a particular sample has a fixed and

given vector as an ej-genvector. This is essentially a one-

sample test which is often used in two-sample cases, treating

the eigenvectors of. the sample with largest degrees of freedom

as fixed (see e.g. Blackith and Reyment (1971) ) . Another tesl:

has been developed by A.T. James, for testing that sets of

population eigenvectors fill a certain fixed subspace in R*,

which for one eigenvector amounts to the same thing. This is

outlined below, with his permission. This test again resl-s on

the assumption that one is testing for a known vector (i.e"

rt2 = -) . For this reason they are both J-nappropriate in equal

sample or approximately equal sample size situations.

We can express Andersonts test in our not¿rtion, quite

simply. For, let Sr N W(nr ,I[rXr ), where Sr - Hr KI{r t for

K diagonal, entries kr r... rkm along the diagonal, and

Hr € O(m,R). We wish to test whether a given vector b is

the ith eigenvector of Ir . Then Anclersonrs test is:

I = nr (kib'S;tb * J'-- b's, b 2) þ X'*-, .Ki

It is easily verifiable that if Sr = Hr KHr t, then

S;l = HrK-tflr'. So:

À = nr (kib,H, K- t", b * * b,Hr KHr 'b 2) .
I

I, m : 3 , in order to cla-rify the f ollowing ca1cul-Let i=

ations. Then,

b'H, = ( -ç'1 -î,? f Ç.rr, ît. )

simply picking up the first rowand Ht'b (þ'Hr ) '. we are
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!-or arbitraryof Ilz'FIr , if b were the first column of Hz.

irflnr, we would get the ith ro\^r of Hz'Ht " So,

l. : frr

+

= fll

k'( ^ô^-Xrz'-xrs Xrer Xr¡

I
kr

o

o

kr
o

ook¡

)

oo
I oR2r
o K¡

oo
kzo

-*rr2 -îrr'

Xtz

Xrs

# 6trã7:*,x,,,x,,)

(.-0,,'-î,,' + f;; î,,' + fi î,,2

ks+ L-îr"2-îrr2 * Xtz2+
kr Xr

kz
kr -22

3

(kr -kz ) 2
*nr Xra

(kr -kr ) 2

kr k¡= Ilr ){12

For any i rm

2 2 *xîkr kz

then,
m^
Inrxi

j=l
f,FL

this obviously turns ouL as

(kt-ki)2 - ^.2:--=----J- 4 \t

k. k* ' ^m-t'LJ

2j

Note that these Îij are one row of Hz'Ht, whereas the

*ij in my test are averages of skew-members, Îij - Îii, of

Hz'Hr . Since in equal sample size situations one is just as

interested in the behaviour of the secolld set of eigenvectors

with respect to arbitrary ones of the firstr âs in the other

way round, this test is obviousty inappropriate in such cases.

My test would be:

i n x, '2 
(ki-I j ) jPi-Pi ) ,* x2

j=I J I':- Li - 
^m-t

J7-t

Professor A.T. James has developed an exact test for

population eigenvectors generating a prescribed subspace.

Again, Sr - !{(nr ,mrX) , and let H**.1 b. composed of q

orthonormal column vectors spanning the prescribed subspace.

Choose Hz (m-"-(*-q)) such that [uiH, ] e O (m,R) . Then:

?,:.
Szz

lu!u, I' sr tn!u, l Þrl

Þ2r
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lHlsrl' x tu:nzl = I """" I

Lo I Ezz J

which puts us squarely into the classical sample canonical

correlation situation for the nu]l case (Ln = O) . That is,

the eigenvalues' wr¡...rwq, of Det(}rrSl"r Srz -wSrr) = O

are distributed as:

But under Ho,

distributed as:

[.\q'2 tq(1(n, +q¡ ) 

--

n\q'

.. à (m-ø
!I I

-1)
(n+q)

4L.

n dfi

f 4nt
T nr -m*Q q m-q )q

(For m = 1 this is simply the density of the sample multiple

correlation coefficient R2. )

It is v¡eIl-known that if the \tri are clistributed as

such, then the terms fi = *í/ (I-wi), where the fi are

the roots of Det(Sn Slrr Szr - f (Srr -Su Sit Szr) ) - O are

I q(r4 (nr +m+q1 ) f n (%m) rn (àø) l
I (t+fi¡'

which is the multivariate analysis of variance case,

Det(W - fi B) = o (see e.9. Anderson (1958)).

For q = 1 thís then becomes the density of f = R2 / (I-R2 )

and from Anderson (1958) p. 89 we have

R2 (n+I-m) ñ
FE.F-TñïT - "*-r,n*r -m

We have further that the roots of

oet((il'sH H's-1H-r) - Àr) = o

are the same as the roots of

Det(Sn Sîr1 Szr - f (Srr -Su Sirl Szr )) - o (5a)

since [u:H,],s[uiu,] = [ll,.i.g':. I .

fs, i s, J

.IT.(fi-fi)1<l

H'SH = Srr
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Also, let I tH:Írzf' stH:Hr ]]-t lslr : st2 It........ I

Ls": sul

Ir

-l

So S11 = s [H:uz ]T:
Hz

tt

Iit'] s-t ts!n, l
11

= Hts-lH .

But (5tt¡-t - srr - srz Sil Szr

So (5à) can be written

Det(s, -(stt¡-t f (stt¡-t, : Q

Det(Su srr - rq -frn) = o

Det( (H'sHH'S-rH rs) trn) - o

So the eigenvalues of (H'SHH'S-IH IS) can be used to test

the hypothesis that the eigenvectors of I span a subspace

with basis H, using the same crj-teria used in testing the

general linear hypothesis in I¡IANOVA (see e.g. Anderson (1958) '
p. 22I-223).

For q,= !, the root of Det(b'Sbb'S-tb I f ) = Q

is of course just b'SbÞ'S-tb 1 and so

(f 'slb' s- lf-r) #TP F*-, 
, n+r -m ,

an exact statistic for testing if b is an eigenvector of t.

Vüe can compare this test with Anderson's by expressing

this criterion in our notation. As before, let Sr - W(nr ,m Ir )

with Sr = HrKHr', K diagonal, entries ki, H orthogonal.

Then Sit = HrK lHr'. Again choose m = 3 for simplicity'

giving:

h'sr hh's;lh = h'Hr KHr thh'Hr K-lH, tb
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î") 
(,.'

1 -X1

X12

Xr¡

'xtz -X rs

43"

t t- Xts' .

2- xti'
-îr"'-îr.' , *.rr, kz

kz

k¡

x

x -xtz -x xtz ¡ Xr¡13 t
1
kr

I

I
Xtz

Ft Xt3

x(tt {r-îtr'-1rr' ) + kz îrr'* k, îrt2)

h'srhh'sith - f =

(*, (t-0,,'-î,")

(,I,

îr.')t
k,

I
Ê,

2x

(kr -kz ) 2

kr kz

+ xtz +

xtz' +

(kr -kz ) 2
4

kr ke

So for small

(kr -k, ) 2

kr ka
X13

2

(kr -ka ) 2

kr ka
Xr¡ +

the quartic terms

Xtz Xrz4

(kr -ka ) 2

kr ke
îr.t 

)

xij

x12' +

are negligible and

Y 4. F ( z,nt -z)

$¡hen Andersonrs test is
(kr-kz)2. 2 , (kr-k¡)2 A 2 -

'r -çffiJ îrr' + nr 1f;ff¿ î,r' * xl

This obviously generalizes to arbitrary m. But recal-l

that James' criterion tests for b being any eigenvector of

Lt t and not a particular one, aS in Andersonrs test. The

fourth degree terms are only insignificant for smatl îtj,

that is, when b is near the ith eigenvector. If it were

actually closer to another one, the criterion could be

expressed. more like Anderson's test for the other eigenvector.

rn our example, the vector (,8^*7=T.u.Z, Ç.r, , Îr, ) would have

small î.rr, îrr, if b were near the f irst eigenvector, but

if þ \^tere actually near the secondr sâYr w€ could then

express the same vector as (î.2r, h4rrer?çr'r) for smaIl

1rr, îrr. Fol1owing through the above calculations $/ould then

give:
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h'Sr hh's; rh I = Ç.tr2 + terms of fourth
degree

Also, let ,0i= nr k1* nz Pi

-T-n, 
I

for flr = flz .

\nz

fffr'î,,, +
(kz -ks )2
kz k¡

which is exactly the vall¿e of the previous expansion, but looks

much more like Anderson's test for b being the second eigen-

vector. of course the particular situation of any problem

would decide which test was the more appropriate.

Both tests are designed essentially for one-sample

problems, and quite fail us in two-sample, equal sample size

situations. But what about the unequal, but still comparable

sample size case? The likelihood ratio test for Ho: Ir = lz ,

where Sr - W(nr rf,r ), Sz - I¡T(nz rXz ) is:

tnr \nz
|= Det S Det Sz

Det nl + Ttz Sz L (nr +nz )

nl + frz

Again, let Sr = Hr Lr Ht' , Sz = HzLzHz' t and

Lr

\4/here before, Li

o
km(:

Expanding as before, with (HrHz') n¿ H* gives

änr(kr...krn) ('ot . . .p*)À-

I
(nr *riz

Lt Lz .. . ,c*-i! j (nr *nz )'

\nt

flr flz (ki-kj) (ni-n3) r...[m*...

m/
rIr(H) (H)*"'

z (ki-kj) (pi:pil

rnissing g-i,Li

L (nr +nz )

I xi<j
fIr flz-(nl +rüT2 xij n iLj

Let

di = Î,i ki = TJ#if* .

Geometrically, stretching ki, LL, pi on Rl, di is the

J-ength f rom ki to .Q,i.

o,&a
,r, ¡, *nz pi

¡1 *fiz

_ nz (pi-ki)
¡, *nz

o
I

ki

d

pi
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rhen, pi = .r.i + *i ut

\nt I i-d.i \--T. )
L,

n t l'12

= (' - H)" ('+ þ fr)-

(ff)*""
.0. +tt- d.LTl2r \nz

2

Lm (m+r )

(k -k

Lnr
(\r

,Q, i
Sot

9" I

This gives,

-2 log À n¡
fIr *fìz

2nz

or

When I1r =flz :ft r \4re get

as before, with 9-i =

ln, +n" \ ai
\-ñ) I;

q.i-
1,i

)

J'

i<j
flr flz z

- 

^jj

(ki-kj) (pi-pj)
LiLj

^,
nr
2

I(

(
mXn

i=1
2

2+

,þx
a

Nore, rhe ",(%#) E: terms are symmetric with dT, where

k1+di+dI=Pi, Pi e'i - di.
mIn

i=l

ç
i<j+

m
L

l=

di2 r r n 2

Ë'z + il:2xij-

11. = ki-Piva2

l_ j

LitPi
2

Now, let rL2 -t æ.

This gives nr di2
t -T Ti'

LnrDet Sr Det Sz

(ki.-kr ) (pi-p¡J
lt,iL )

,?x

nl xij2

where now f,i = Pi, di = Pi ki .

As a check, let us take the limit of I

We have:

2

àm (m+r )

aS fLz -> æ.

\nz
|=

Det flr Sr * Írz Sz L (nr +nz )

2

Det S, Sz- 
r %nr

Det f¡r Sr S * flz (n1 *nz )
ftr * IIz

L (nr +nz )on dividing through by (Det Sz )

Let IIì = fir * rlz r so À becomes:
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(Det(srszr¡¡änr

( rnr (S, Sr- I -I )l-ff-r) since (Det A)n = Det (An)
Lm

Det

t,hen 1ím
m+æ

T_ (Der(s,s;r1¡àn'
Det (eåt' 

's'stt-t')
Det (sr s; r ¡ Lnr

e tr(Lnr (Sr Sz-t-r))

a

This should be the likelihood ratio test for Xr = Xo

specified, which from Anderson (1958), p. 264 is:

Àr
t

det (nr S1 x; r ¡ ãnt -\tr nr sr xã-l
e

=e Lmnr -Ltr nr sr xã'l d.et (srEo-r¡Lnr

(r-sr Xo-l)= det (sr xo- r ¡ 
ànr Lnr tre

/ 
" 

\ä*tt= \*/

tr(I-Sr Se-1) Lnr
Det (Sr Sz- I ) e

À (n2 =-)

À (¡2 =-), Sf I

(u". srxo-' "t'(r-sr 
rã-rl)+n'

' ll
= u'(Þ

n,(n' '..o*) Hr ' as before. so det(sr sz-r ) = ,ür(äï)
and tr(sr s;l) = tr(HrLrHr 'H2L; lHr') = tr(Lr (H1 'Hz )I,r-t (Hr'Hz )')

since tr AB = tr BA.

and À (n2 =-) * (n(5i) et'(-Lr H*r,î'H*'+rr 
)bnr

Expanding out tr (Lr H*Lr- t H*' ) gives :

tr(LrH*Lr-'H*') =.i, $* .1,x:.,2 
(ki-ki)(pi-pi) .

Pi i<l Lr PiPj

which is exactly

Now, decomposing

wÍth Io = sr, as required.

...1
Pm

Hz' , and Sr

(ki -ki ) (pi-p-i )z lll
I o l.nfI2 =æ \I=

/vi
\prI

*-xkie pi r<l LJSo pipj
\nt
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I(,u
1-

AJ

ål¡

I

-xi j PiPj
z (ki-ki ) (pi -pi ) ånr

A' e

1-,Jta

Pt

1 -].iPi

e

pi-ki
l).

(ri
\pi

iTí<j

+(
\

But:

e
ki= ---= epi

qt
= Pi.:9i 

"niPi if *-=Pi-kit

di
pi

q-)fu + di
Pil \ Pi

9i:-2p* +

which gives:

-2 1og,,,À- * iËr oå*; . ,!, nrx1i2 lt r-Eil_rpr-gi¿
pip j

which are the separate limits of -2 1og À as found
'previously.

These are asymptotically correct, since if Sr is
actually an observation from the population Sz (i.e. Dz=æ) r

then

ki¿,N 2pi' nl_T gi
Pi 2'þX?Pi, :+

nl

and

(
\

2

xij ,o *(o, ffi) -*#Ëedxij'þx?-
However, the results for the eigenvector test d.epend on the

eigenvalues for bottr sample matrices. Our *ij is the *"r-
average (xil*:xl-i*) or the inner prod.uct of the ith eigen-- \ z / -- -'

vector of Sr with the jth eigenvector of Sz , and the jtn

eigenvector of Sr wíth the ith eigenvector of Sz. The

one-sample tests ínvolve only one sample Sr r and an

arbitrary unit vector, b, without regard to the possibte

population b may have come from, and ignoring this inform-
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ation if it is present. I think the one-sample tests are

more appropr:Íate when Dz ))ÍIr , and one can reject the

hypothesis that the roots are equal. But if the population

roots are equal, then my test is probably better, since it

weights favourably the sample roots about which we know most.

My test would. also be better for comparable sample sizes,

regardless of the eigenvalue behaviour, since it weíghts

evenly the variation from boLh samples.

Suppose one now wishes to test that discrepancies

between the roots take the form of a simple scalar differ-

ence. That is, Ir = Kfz for some unidentified scalar Rl

where f i is the diagonal matr-ix of eigenvalues of Xi.

This would mean that in the representation of Ir and Lz

as hyperellipsoids, namely 5'Xrð = 1 and X'LrX = L,

these two objects would be similar in the geometric sense'

although perhaps with different orientations. The same

orientation or eigenvectors would then mean Xr = KXz.

A further decomposition of the latent roots statistics

yields sucfi a tes+,. For¡n nev¡ variables r yi, f rom the old '
di/ I' i, via:

di/Li = âir Yr + âj.z Yz +' . '+ aim Ym (6)

where .A. = (aij) is orthogonal. Then

i (nr+nr\ ai' i nl (nl+n2 )- ¡ 
ttt 2 -.. ^,2.L_ flrl-r-=r ,'#) fr" = ilr --ñ-- (:!t (aii)') Yi' & xñ

Any A will give a ne\^/ partitioning of S (n1 *nz )

iåtttt ---ñ-

But requi.ring cr 1l - d.zl - âmr
I
,ñ makes yr a

d-i
9"i

2

2.

measure of scalar differences in

the other yi's recording other

the root structures' with

(orthogonal) deviations.
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For, if

Ei
Pi

.Q, i-di
¡.,44-$*-Tlzr

then d¡
,Q,i

I-K

=K,Vi

Vi a

t+qr-K
fL2

if the only difference between the roots

one, and:

nr (nr *nz )
m

iIr (.j i)'Y'2nz

K = I.
Solving (6) , yr

Asymptotically then, ,Ë, "(rirt.ii)') yi'

(,Ë,(+))

(,Ë, t)'

ur2
^m-t

2 _ ¡t(nr*nz)

is a scalar size

2nz v X if2
I

2

I
,ñ giving

nr (nr fnz )
2nzm

and

nr (nr *nz ) ,/ai\' - nr (n, +n, ) /y di\' - w2--tur- "\Tí) -Zn' m \" q) '- A¡-r '
I suggest this test be used cautiously, and only where

the latent roots of both samples are well spread out, unless

the sample sizes be very large, for the asymptotic densities

used here take no account of linkage factors between roots

(see James (1966).

-v2
^1
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2.4 Data Analysis

Jolicoeur and Mosimann (1960) measured three variables

on 24 male and 24 female species of Chrysemys Picta Marginata.

The resulting variance-covariance estimates were:

with rì = 23, m: 3.

Testing Ho: Xr = L", the likelihood ratio test is:

ù1

Sz

4s1. 39

*

*

L38.77

lk

*

27 L.r7

L7L.73

*

79.15

50.04

168.70

r03.29

66.65

37.38

2L.65

LL.26

Sz= Hz

det sr L det sr\ ( .5699) 23

( female )

(male)

3. 686 o Hz'

o 1.103

Hz

n
À

Sr= Hl

=Hr

with

kro

det Sr*
2

Using the asymptotic X2 test r \^/ê obtain

-2 log | = 25.8 'þ X?

so Ho can be rejected at the 0.13 level. However, j-t was

thought that this result was perhaps caused basical.ly by

unequal root structures, and in an attempt to test this'

the previous decomposition was found.

We have:

680"41 o o o or95.28

o

o

6.502 o Hrt

2 .857

Hrt

o

o

OOP¡

o

o Pro
=Hz o Pz

o

oOkzo

Ook¡

.8L26 -.s454 -.2053

.4955 . 8321 -.2493

.3068 .1009 .9464

.8401 ^.4876 -.2376

.49L9 . 8695 -. 0449

.2285 -. 0792 .9703
,

Hr Hz
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X, such that exp (X) n¿ Hr 'Hz was estimated

Hr t lle

The matrix

by simply taking skew*averages of the ij,ji elements of

Hr'Ifz to get estimates of the ij element of X.

(e.g. xrz = (.01033 -f .02587) /2 = .01810) . This gives

o .01810 .08053

o . f9081x -.01810

- " 08053 -.19081 o

This was checked against the matrix log expansion:

1og H1 'H2 = (Hr 'Hz -T)-\(Hr 'Hz -T)'++(Hr'Hz -r)3 -U(Hr 'Hz -f )'t +' '"

where less than t% difference was recorded between corresponding

terms of X and 1og Hr'Hz, using the first four terms of the

expansion. So the exLra work involved Ín evaluating 1og H1 rH2

seems unnecessary.

Substituting
.9966 .01810 .08053

-.018r .981 4 .19081

-.08053 -.19081 .9783

for Ht iïz in the likelihood ratio causes negligible change

to À. Even less change"is caused by neglecting *ij terms

of degree greater than two in the determinant expansion of

det((srl-su )/2). For, the laLent root values give:

9-t = 437 .85 dr = 242.55

9-z = 5.094 dz = 1.408

9-s = 1. 9 80 ds = .877

*
H
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and with these terms we can follow the approximations.

First:

der ((sr+sz) /2))
det[(LrHr'Hz*Hr'u"Lrl/2) = 5,561 À = (.5699)23

Then: det((r,rn*+u*tr)/2) = 5,574 À* = ("5686)23

Finally z Lt g-z Lz * .L . l+L' (ki-kj ) (ni-ei ) ["
rlrs+:-il _ 5,577 À**= (.56g3)23

The major sources of error are then the crude log

approximations,
n-,di'

Li"-2 log I( n di2-õ:2

and -2 log 1+ t
i<j

' (Lì -ki ) (pi-pt )
-nx.i i

4 L¡Lj AJ
n
z

x -,i.j^tl
z ßi-kj ) (p:-p; )

O,(ì.k1 La

However, since these results are asymptotically correct, it
suggests perhaps that some of this'error'is in fact a

correction for the -2 log À approximation itself, although

I have not yet attempted to prove this. It might also be

possible to find correction factors for the fog approximations.

Testing for equality of roots, using (4) we obtain

t +r, = 23(.3069 + .0764 + .1962') = 13.3 3 o X?, which can

be rejected at the 0.5å level. Then using (5) to test for

equality of the eigenvectors gives:

( (l<i-ki ) (pi-pr ) )
0.0,¡, I!]

= + (.01897 + .99416 + .03399)

= 11.9 o X?

Even this can be rejected. at the LZ levelr so we must reject

the idea that. Èhe eigenvectors are the same. There seem to be

minor but significant differences between them, which turn up

as loss of orthogonality between the first and third eigen-

vectors of the two matrices.

xi<j
no
- 

v..¿
2 ^L)
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A simple preliminary calculation v¡ould ha-ve indicated

what was happening, for the latent root part of this

decomposition is just the numerator of r*, divided by ,lrgr,
and the eigenvector part is just the denominator divided by

the same, both parts being then L, if Sr = Sz.

In this example:

Det sr L Det sr\ -1 1n
W-"Lt!

and Det Sr +Sz
2 = L.2593

2 3

Both deviate from one by comparable amountsr so both contrib-

ute roughly the same amount to Èhe rejection of Ho. This

seems in itself to give a rather quick, though crude, look

at what is happening.

At this point we thought perhaps the root differences

could be accounted for by a scalar síze factor, and. devised

the previously mentioned test. In th.is case the matrix

A

o

I
,ñ
I

ñ

1
/6
I

/6
2

/ø

I:
/3
I

/3
1

ß

wilI orthogonally repartition
m

"(I
3
v:_

I-
into

3

i!rn Yi'

where :If aij Yj, and Yz t Y¡ measure deviations from

a simpÌe scalar size factor between the two sets of roots, and

yr measures how much that scalar síze factor differs from unitl'.

Solving the equations di/Li = X aij yj gives

1-di
Yr = ßL n;. Then:

n Yl = 3 (Ë, H)" = L2'43 'P x?

diTr-
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which can be rejected at the .Seo leve1, and

nyl * nye2 = 13"33 * L2.43 = .90 * X:

(found by subtractj,on nL(\
which is quite acceptable. Thus we have good support for our
hypothesis that the differences betv¡een the roots of sr and

sz can be accounted for by a non-unity scarar size factor.
To see what effect this result had on the eigenvector

testr !vê used the asymptotic density for the 1atent roots to
find asymptotic maximum l-ikelihood estimates for Àr . \z , lr,
under Ho: Xr -Jtt l¡ltrr and Lz -,1t2 KLIt2t. FromJames

(1969), the asymptotic likelihood function for the roots

î)fu)'-"o

under Ho is:
f, = const.

= const.

a

ã.r

x II 01
I

Ln"-%nIklai (k1-k3 ) (oj-cri).\l
i<j

-\

-o.

Ln

and

n @' í/K)

. *nÐn iui/K II (pi-p j ) (oi -a'l /Ki
rr oi "-%'(!t<icri+f Ini"i ri (oi-qi) K

äm (¡t*-")
x

i<j

x a functÍon of ki'sr plrs

where the ki t 
" are roots of Sr , pi's are roots of Sz

o,1 = I/\i. Taking derivatives of the log likelihood:

ai (ros r) = à xpig¿ +

f

n

(ros J )

i<j

Taking the limit as n + oo gives two relations
( = | nicri,/m , Ài = %(ki+pi/K)

by which the maximum likelihood estimates can be calculated

recursively. Numerical evaluation gave:

= + - \&i+pi/K) . * :å, L/(aj-oi)
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in the test

Ài tor Pi

z (1i-1t )'aî

kr Pr

kz Pz

ke pr

55.

= 232.839

= 3.135

= L.LI92

the eigenvectors, using Îi

î,

).2

1.

Substituting
^for ki, K

n

orx

for

I 2 ^L) 1i1i (1+R) 2

which can be rejected at the 0.5? level.

strengthens the previous result that the

different for the two samples.

The following is another asymptotic

values of the two populations, Lt , Zz ,

which serves as a check on our previous

let Sr have latent roots kt ¡ kz, ke,

Pr , Pz , Ps. Then asymptotically, under

K some constantr wê have

ilr.ote3 + t.2L +.038s) 14 "579

This even further

eigenvectors are

test for the eigen-

being proportional,

analysis. As before,

and Sz have roots

Ho: ki = K Pi, for

gave:

M

KÀr

KÀz

KÀ¡

+xl

ki ¿, N(KÀi,2(xÀ)2/n), pi 's, N(\.i,2).i2/n)

Àr

),2

),¡

Xr @ Lzf

2À.t 2 /n o o

ofor Xr
K2o

Lz o

o

2)^,r 2 /n

o 2)rt 2 /n
o1

a

But I{tM is of rank I, since the two column vectors are

proportionalr so fill a one-dimensional subspace, and if

X - N (M, Xr tD Xz ) then L;+ X,I; txZî\ (x;L xL;\, ' 1x,-ä xr,;')

has latent roots whose distribution is derived from the non-

central V'7ishart. Testing for the second latent root being

zera then tests our original hypothesis that the roots are

proportional. Using the asymptotic m'I.e.rs for Àr, À2, À4,
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and K which \^/ere found above, gives

¡-L ¡-t ^-tEz ' XtXr ' XEz' : 35. 16 33. 84

33. 84 35. 16

with latent roots 69.003 and 1"314. But these are

asymptotically X2 on 4 and 2 degrees of freedom

respectively, which makes the first root extremely

significant (>.001? leve1) (í.e. K + 1), and the

second. is at the 50U Ievel, which makes Ho quite

acceptable.
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2.5 A Test for Compl.exitY

Such decompositions into recognizable components are

unf ortunat.eJ-y not universal, âs the following example

demonstrates. This example is probably more interesting

for the inter-related group and symmetric space structures

that arise, and as a concrete example of the injection

process for complex and real spaces.

Consider a Set of observations from a quadravariate

normal population, so for each vector of observations vüe

have:

Xt

X2

X3

x4

MVN

Mr

Mz

Ma

M+

I L+ xc

Now suppose one thought that these observations had actually

come from a bivariate complex normal population, and one

wished to test this hypothesis. That is:

Hò
Zt

Zz Il=[
x1 *iXz
¡, *ixa

- BVCN

*

Mr *iMz
M3 *iM,r

tt-r)

\,üith I* Hermitian. Such situations could occur with

elect::onic experiments and with time-series.

Remember that X* Hermitian means f*'= X*, thus it

can easily be seen that

f,*
a * c*-id*

c*+-i-d* b* ,*þr ^* d*€Rta,

Now, to see what restrictions this places on I (or how

to inject the 2x2 tlermitian matrices into the 4x4 real

symmetric ones) we note that if X* is invariant und'er some

transformationr SâY G*, of Cr, then I must be invariant

under the equivalent transformati.on j-n R4 . Vüith this in
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mind, let us i-nspect î)
Ix/G =(

(".1 x: iîi; l,

(:(

Thus

^*.-*;* t
(J¿\J

o

G*
)li:l - BVCN

SO

- BVCN

- BVCN

si-nce

G

X4

which corresponds to

ixr -xz
ix¡ -x¿

iUr -Uz
i1-te -1t+

.Ll-l r -J.lz
iu. -uo

î)
a

c+id
c*id

b
-io
o-i ))

( ],(
a c-id

c+id b ) a

Thus X* is invariant under the action of G*. But from the

action of G* on' a vector in Cz t we see that the equivalent

transformation, Gr on R¿ will be

-1
.o\J-

ol'
o

o-1
1o

liil
x
X2
X3

G*

So we must have t - GXG'. But it is simple to verify that,

for

xr *ixe
x3 *ixa

l-Xr -Xz
ixa -xq

Ot4
6zq
úæ
C+q

o
o
oE

ott
An
or¡
6t+

t2

22

23

Azq

Ol¡
Aze

Osa

oa+

this requires orr : azzt 03¡ = Õqqt atz = o3q = Or ots = Úzq¡ and

Ot+ = -Azt¡ Of

T

AIso, Iet

for the means.

y' = (yt ,yz tyt tYq ) be an observed vector '
Then under Ho

la o c d
lo a -d c
l" -d b o
[a c o b
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E(y ) EY

Y?

Yt Yz

Yr Ys

Yt Ya

Yt Yz

vî
Yz Yt

Yz Yq

Yr Y¡

Yz Yt

v?

Ya Y+

Yr Y+

Yz Yq

Y¡ Y+

v3

o

a

-d

a

o

c

d

v

c

-d
b

o

d

c

o

b

But for Z' = (yr 4!yz ,

y? +yî
ye +iya ) r then also

Yr Y¡ 'lYz !+
i (yr y+ -yz yr )

under Ho,

a* cn-id*
E(Z Z') E

c*+íd* b*Yr Y¡ llz!+
+ i(yry¿-yzya) y4 +yl

So, a* = 2a, b* = 2b, c*:2c, d* = 2d. Since we started

with 4 parameters in M(2,C) the space of 2. x 2 Hermitian

matrices, and we now have only 4 parameters for M(4'R) left,

thus we have found all the restrictions required for the

injection process from M(2,c) + M (4, R) which is:

2
a

c+id
c-id

b
->

Ë)

c
-d
b
o

o
a

-d
c

a
o
c
d

means

for

ratio

x* -+ ' E o

There are obviously no restrictions requíred

under Ho r so the whole problem reduces to

X taking the above form"

One can easj-Iy derive, in the usual wâYr the

test for Ho r as

À ls lL'
ls*là"

on the

testing

l-ikelihood

where S is the ordinary estímate for X, for unfixed

alternative, say

slr
Srz

S13

Sr¿

Srz

Szz

sz¡

Sz¿

St3

Sz¡

Sr¡

Ss+

Sr¿

Sz+

S34

Sc+

s



Srr*Szz--T-

913*Sza Sze-Src 933-{-S+c---z- ---z- --T-
S r¿_ Sz¡ 5,13*Sz+

-T- -T-

S lgl-9e+ Src-Sz¡
z¿

Srr*Szz S:¡_St4 Strl-S24-z--r----T-
o
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ô

and
S*

-d
c

b

o

o

a

-d
c

o

o

o S eg* S++--r-

since the Lest for a bivariat-.e normal- sample actually

being a complex sample is just the regular spheri.city test

(i.e. equal variances, zeço correlation), it Seemed naLural

to expect -2 log ). for the 4-D case to split into two

sphericity tests, ror l; ] and fl], and a test ror

the 'complexity' of the intercorrelations. That is, \^7e

expected

det

^2/n 
= n¿1 Ðki

a

det

for Some constants ki, where et ¡ e2 would test sphericity

for the first two variabres, tt , e+ sphericity for the next

two, and es r €6 the intercorrelations. Unfortunately this

did not happen. The structure seems much more complicat-ed.

However, since Sìt € M(4rR) we have Sìt = HLH' for L diagonal,

H € O(4,R). fn fact, it turns out that

â+et
Ez

ê+e,
â+eu

ez

d- ez

-d.+ee

c+ es

-d+ eo

b*e¡
t4

â+eu

C- Es

ea

b-esc- es e"
oc
a-d

-db
co

â

c

o

Ê

L

9.t O
Lr

I'z
ot"

member

and H

x
v
v

-w

V
-v
x

v
I¡7

x
v

-w -v
-x

w
V2

with

if

Ha of the quaternian groupr rlo less. Also,

H'S*H = Lt then
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this as an

Then:

r¡*iw -x+iy
x*i1z v-iw

2

Àn

2a
2c+i2d

2c-í2d
2b

29,t

ôz

1,r -ô r

ôo

-ôs

H* 2Lz

ôs

ôo

.02 *ô r

ô+

6o

-60
ô+

.02 -ô¡

61.

/ (2,, 9., ) 2

for H*=( I € U(2). AlternativelY we can viev¡

injection of U (2) o(4,R) in the obvious \^74Y.->

det

det

Srldet S*

H'SH'
det L

.Q,r -t6 r

ôz

ôs

ôo

det

nv r- #,uf +ôll ;? (ôf +oo2 ) - Tl(ôs2+ô62 ) .

So for smal-I ôi,

-z rog À o*(0,2+or2)+ +(ô32+6i¡+ -?it-(ôs2+ô3) ô, x: ¡- e"Î r.; L, L,

There ís not much use in justifying the various component

distributions unless one could also attach labels to the

components, and ask reasonable quesÈions concerning deviations

from complexity, and So far T have been unable to name these

ôi'=. However I thought the structures which arise in this

problem were interesting enough on their own to warrant their

inclusion.
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CIJAPTER 3

DISTA]$CE IUEASURES ON MANIFOLDS PROPERTIES AND APPLICATfONS

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter vre shall .ì-nvestJ-gate more cl-ose1y the

manif old structures of M (m, R) and G,n , p . This itrvolves

an understancling of what is mea-nt. by the distance between

two points for non-Buclidean but 1ìiemannian -spaces. The

concep't of distance is generalized via a metric form

(ds)2 = ..X. 9ij dxidxi for g = (øii) a positive definite
LtJ

synrmetric matrix, the Riemann stru-cture, and dxi local

coordinates. For Eucliclean spaces g is just the identity.

A curve joining Lwo points is call-ed geodesic if it is

locally the path of shorLest tength between the points.

That is, along short enough segments of the curve, each

segment is of m-inimum length. A geodesic curve may fail

to be the shortest: rouLe globally however. For exampler âs

a sphere, segments of the great circles are geodesic curves,

but a geodesic jciníng tr",'o points coul-d be the long way

around, instead of the short way. For ar:bitrary Rj.emannian

manifolds, calculating geodesic curves and distances câ-n get

complicated, bub symmetric Spaces prove rather easier to

handle, since so much of their structure derives from their

underly.ing group structures.

Classicatly, a symmetr-ic space, S, is a Riemann

manj.folcl whose curvature tensor is invariant under parallel

translation (i.e. along a geodesic path) a very differential

geometric statement which essentiall-y generalizes the concept

of a sphere (of constant curvaLure). Cartan (1927 ) proved

that this condition was exactly equivalent to S being a

factorspace S=( xG/H, for G asemi-simpleLiegroup,
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H an isotropy subgroup of G with respect to S' and K

a motj-on group of Euclidean space. Thre concept of semi-

simplicity, though impor:tant, is not required here, and

will be covered l-ater. Suffice to say that a simple Lie

algebra is non-abelian (non-commutative), with no proper

ideals, that any semi-simple Lie algebra is composed of

simple ones, and that a Lie group is (semi-)simple if its

Lie algebra is (semi-)sÍmple" It is curious that such an

essentialty manífo1d. condi'bion could be so closely related

to such strong group concepts. Cartan (L9I4) had alread'y

catalogued the simple Lie groupsr so it was then immed.iately

possible to effectively list the irreducible symmetri.c

spaces. I¡1e shall study tþis theory more f ully in the next

chapter on zonal polynomials, since it is an integral part

of the theory of these 'special functions | .

Both M(m,R) = GÎ, (m,R) /O (m,R) , and Gm,P =

O(m+p,R) /O (m,R) x O(p,R) are symmetric spaces , for

GÎ,(mrR) = R x S.[(mrR) and O(mrR) = 22 x SO(mrR), a¡d both

S.R (m,R) and SO(m,R) are semi-simp1e. Note that any symm-

etric space S can also be written as S = G/H for G a

transitive transformation group a¡d Lie grgup of S, and

H an isotropy subgroup of G which leaves some element

p € S fixed. Using this notationr ânY reasonable nteasure

put on S must be invariant under Gt so that if the

distance between Pr , Pz € S is D(pr ,pz) r then D(Pr 
'Pz )

= D(g.pe r9.pz ) V g € G. Alsor orl a symmetric space, S,

the geodesics through any p € s are of the form exp (tx) 'p

for X a member of the Lie algebra of G (see e.g. Helgason

(1962) p. 173). These two conditions are just about all we

need to find geodesic curves and distances on M(m'R) and'

G*, p'
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3.2 The Positive Definite Symmetric Matrices.

Consider Pr ,Pz as two elements of M(m'R) " We wish

to find a geodesic curver say y (L) ' joining Pr to Pz

with 0 < t< 1 and y(o) = pr,Y(1) = Pz. But from the

group invariance property, if Y(t) is a geodesic ioining

pr to pz, then g.Y(t) = g y(t)g' must be a geodesic curve

joining g pr 9' to g pzg' , for every g € G[ (m'R) . But

vre can always choose g such t,hat g pr g' = I*, g Pzg' : L,

for L diagonal, elements L, ,L, t... rLm along the diagonal.

For we know pr = Hr Lr Hr t, Pz = H.zLzHz' for Hi € O (mrR) o

Li diagonal, and if H¡ € o (m, R) diagonalizes rl\urï2raï2'Hr'Ll\ ,

then 9 = Hsf,iàH, will be such a transformation matrix. So r,¡e

have shifted the problem to fj-nding a geodesic curve from T to

L, where L is now dj-agonal. But:

(.*p t(log 
"tr. 

ï = (exp t log L/2) I(exp t 1og L/2)'

=expt10gL

= (L)t

is a curve joining I to L, which by our second conditj.on

must.be a geodesic. So y(t) = g-r(L)t(g-t)' is a geodesj-c

curve joining pr to pz. Even nicer, the dist.ance along

y (t) from I to L is simply the length of the straight

Iine, t 1og L, from I to log L in the Lie algebra of

G.Q, (moR) , which is
(1og 9-r)2 + (Iog 9,")2 + + (1og [*)' r

since L is diagonal. But this is preci-sely D(pr ,Pz ).

(Note that the .R i are the latent roots of Pt Pi t ot

p;\ pr pz-ä. ) we can verify this by using the metric form

(ds)2 = tracelS-rdS S-rdS) developed by Maass (1955) r which

is invariant under S + g S g',, g € G.C(m,R). For S diagonal'

elements sii along diagonal, this becomes (ds) 2 = tlå a=r-r.)\sii -'/
So along the curve (L)t, the metric tensor g Ís diagonal,
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q..'a t-
r/ L i't and

D (T, L) f"
I

LLij
(øi ) tatsij dr,

¡1= I ,f[os ET2õl = SIos r. il2
órr-

3. 3 The tri.angle ineouality on M (m' R)

The distance measure, D, in M(mrR) is a loca1 metric,

but ís it global? It is obvious that, D(X¡ ,Xz ) Þ O,

V Lt,Lz € M(mrR), and that D(Xr rXz ) - O implies Xr = Lz.

But does D obey Lhe triangle inequality gIobaIly? In ottrer

words, is a geodesic curve through two points on l4(m'R)

unique? The ans\der is yes. We shall prove this explicitly

for m = 2, and outline the proof for hígher dimensions.

The proof requires an interesting lemma concerning bounds on

the roots of X,'Xfl, given the roots of Ir and Zz.

Theorem: The distance measure D on M(2'R) obeys the

triangle inequality.

Proof : Let Xr , Lz , X¡ Lre any 3 points on M(2rR) . Then

there exists a g € c.q, (2,R) such that

g Xr g'= r

s Ez s,= L = (å' i,) , e-t)- e,z

g Xa g' = Xt arbitrarY

where D(Xr, Xz ) = D(I, X)

D(Xr, Xo) = D(I¡ L)

D(Xz, Xa ) = D(I, L),

from the group invariance of D.

For, if Xr = Hr Lr Hr ', let gr = l,,i\ur' . Then grl,zgr t = HzLHz ,

for some Hz € O(2,R). L diagonal, and g = Hzgt will be such

a transforrnation. Intuitivelyr vtê have transformed:

g

L

I

5.



Let Írr r m2 be the latent roots of

(trog mr)2 + (1og mr)')\. A1so,

and D(X,L) = D(IL-l'r)

following lemma.

_LemnÌe: ff I € M(m,R)

f, = (\, ? ), e-, Þ L,,\o xz /'

_t -t: D(L-ZLL-=Z,î) : D(L-ttrT) . We need the

has roots Ítr r lflz ¡ mt ? mz, and

then the largest possible root of

mz /Lt

L, Írr Þ mz. So,

D(I,L) = [tfog Lr)2

66.

D (X,I) =

+ (1og P.r)')

-L ^LL 'Lf, ¿
J.S

also occurs,

Proof : Id.entify X with the ellipse xI-rx' = I' (so that

X is identified. with an ellipse where principal axes are

/ñl , ñ, ) . Rotating this ellipse through 2n then f ills

an anullus, radii ñt, /Ãr,

e. g.

I HXH',VH € O(2,R):

Under the transformation I + L-\Lr-\ 
, the anullus becomes

deformed as

--*

e.g. xx-rx' = 1+ x1¡t¡-tLL)*' = I

where the outer circle, raclius ,ñ, becomes the ellipse

mr /9-2 ,

and t

at which time the sma

is in standard form

L, the inner one r radj.us ,Ñ becomes

x' = 1. Thus every ellipse, IS

llest root,
(^, o )"\o mt/

a

"(

Ã;/r; 
[*

Æ

)x,

"I r,-àlr,-LÆ/T,

-¿u

\/

inside the deformed annullus. ft is thus obvious that the
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very rargest possible root for any T'-\Lr'-\ is then mr
L,,

at which time the second root is Y, which ís also the

smallest possible root, for Detl¡-äl,L-\) = m, mz/9'1 9-2, a

constant. Also these values only occur when X is in

srandard rorm x - (i" i, ) = (; åX )
ml
o

\

to
X

o
-1

So any pair of roots of r,-b¡r,- v¡ilI tal<e the form

1 1 - ¿ mt/Lz
I \ cl \ 

-T=-.
Tf].z / Lt

Q. E. D.

),')
+D

IIìz

(',( I't o
o l,,z

o

m
aLz and aill2_T;' for We first show that the

triangle inequality holds for the extretne root values, then

that D(XrL) is a maximum at these values.

suppose the roots of L-'ï;'-\ are mL lrlz cr¿\E;' 9,t

F_
L_ (o

o
llll

m2

Then

) ,"))'=
om2

("(( Om1

= (1og mr - 1og g-r)2 + (1og mz - 1og I"r)2

= ( log mr )2 * ( 1og nt2 )2 + (l.og L, )2 * ( 1og g.', )z

+ 1og mz log .Cr ) .

+D 9-t
o

2 ( log mr log 9.2

Also IIl2 O
O ITlr ?,)))'("(( ) ,') (',(

Illz O

= (1og m1 12 + (1og mz)2 + (1og 9,r)2 + (1og g.r)z

+2 (1og mr ) + (1og mz ) (1og ,0r ) + (1oq .Q,z )

But (rog mr)2(1og g"r)2 + (1og m")2 (-1og g-")2 >

'Iog 1,r. Iog 9"2 (simply the wel.l-known inequality x2+y2 >

Adding (1og mr)2(1og g.r)2 + (1og mr)2 (1og g-t)2 to both sides

of this inequality, and taking sguare roots, gives

+(((1og m,)2+(rog ru)') ((rog g.r)zt(log 9.zl"lþ > t(1og ft1og 9'2+rq rulcg [r).

(,(( )

(

2

o
ITI r

m2

o("( ( ))'

So by inspection, Oml

I

9-t
9"2
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m1

.'. D(x,L) (

)IIII 9.' z
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Ill r

=þ t," , I
IIl2

Lt
)))"((

,T +D
) (',( >D!,t

o
o
9"2

m2

) ,u'

So for extreme values, the inequality holds.

Let #=x1 ,Y- Xz.

Then any pair of roots of L-\LL-" will be * t àxz \^¡ith

I < a < xt/xz.

And: D(x,L) = ((t"n *)' + (1og u*, l)t

=((1og xr)'+(1og xr)2+2(rog a)2- 2 1og a[og xr-1o9¡ x:)]

But, since 1< a( xt/xz r \dê have

o< loga( logx1 logxz

o < (1og a) 2 < 1og a (tog xl 1og x¿ )

o< 2(Log a)2< 2loga (Iogxrlogxz).

So 2(Log a)2 2 log a (1og

(tr-on xr ) 2+ (-tos *r'l =

X1

"((

Iog xz) ( o

nì2o\/l,to\\
o ml/'\o nr))

.'. D (t,L) <

.'. D(Xz,Xa)( D(Iz,Xr) +D(Xr,Xr)

for any 3 arbitrary points on M(2;R).

Thus t-he triangle inequality holds an all of M(2,R) with

metric D, and. any two points on 1"1(2rR) can be joined by a

unique curve whose distance is a global minimum.

Generalizíng this proof beeomes an exercise in combin-

atorics. Let E = M(prR) have roots llìr r. .. ,mp with

mi ) mi+r , and 1et L be diagonal, with diagonal elemenl-s

9-t )...,Lpî Li >- [i+, . Then the largest possible root of

r,-årr,-ä is ^r/Lp, again found by deforming the sphere,

radius ,/mt , traced out by alt possible rotations of

i t-ri = 1. In this case, L has part standard form

o

*
o

O O. Illr
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gives theRepeating the process, conditioning on this root,

next largest root as mz /Lp-r r and X as

*

oo

oo
o.
o.

o
o

IIlz O

O IIll

The nex't largest root, conditional on

m3/Lp-2. But this remains true, even

X to have form

these

if we

tvlo,

only

is then

require

oo

oo
-?tLz xz

*where Lzz neecl only have roots

the product of the two top roots

in this subspace, (i.e. mr/aLp

mz . In other words,

only remain constant

amz/9-p-r' for

root to take extrene

Illr r

need

and

1< a( for the next largest

value mt /Lp-z .

Eventually we get the exLreme values of all the roots

as mt /Lpr ITlz /Lp-, )... , mr/9,t, where each root is as large

as possible, given the product of the roots above it. For

these roots one can easíIy show that triangle inequality

holds. But any other root system can be reached by progress-

ive dilation-shrinkages of the form *' Xz â used in the 2-

dimensional case, because of our conditioning requirements.

For, consider the extreme roots s'brung on a line, and the

positions to which we wish to sh.ift also marked. Choose any

new position. Then by shrinking the closest larger extreme

root, clilating the closest smaller one, tiII the new value

is reached by one of them, which we then fix permanently
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(reduce dimension by 1), the unfixed root is then at the

largest value it. can take, given the fixed root, and the ones

above ít.. It cannot get bigger, without moving a larger

extreme root down, or get smaller except by moving a

smaller extreme root up. But the smaller roots are also

still at extreme values since they are only conditj.onal on

the product of all the roots above each of them, which has

not changed. Obviously we can repeat this procedure as

many times as necessary. But progressive changes of the

form *, xi+r a, 1< a ( xi/xia. can be shown to keep the

D(x,L) <

holds for general dimension p.

Notice that having L diagonal in the lemma is no real

restriction. For, Iet X, , tz € M(p,R) , with roots

(L, ,... rLp)r(mr ,... rfrp) as usual" Then the roots of
_L -L -L -LXl ' Lz Ii' = FIL-'H'LzHL-''H' are the same as the roots of
-L -LL 'H'X¿HL ', where Xr = HLH', H € O(prR), and Il'XzH has

the same roots as Lz. So the lemma holds for arbitrary Lt ,

Er, with known roots. This lemma appears to be in some sense

a generalization of the Poincaré separation theorem (Be1lman

(1960), p. 117) which deals wj-th bounds on the roots of one

matrix, ês the dimension increases. It may prove useful for

finding bounds in multivariate work, where functions of

H'XrHIz¡L1 ,Lz € M(m,R), H € O(m,R) often occur.
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3.4 Statistical Uses

This structu::e on M(m.R) can be used to test v'arious

Ìrypotheses concerning Wishart matrices. I.or example, suppo-se

S is a sample Wishart matrix¡ S - W(nrnìrl) , and one wishes

to make inferences about I. From James (1973) (where there

is another d.erivation of the distance measure) , if
L, ,9,, ,... rLm are the latent roots of SX-I, then

6z-4n i (10s L¡),
i=1

is asymptotically distributed as X2 on %m(m+1) degrees of

freedom. So d2 can be used to test for membership of S in
various possible populations" The dÍstance metric coul.d also

be used to investigate relationships amongi sets of variance-

covarj-ance matrices, perhaps as a spatial aid in such fields
as discriminant analysis or cluster analysis. SomeLimes this
metric aids in unders'L.anding seemingly peculiar results in
multivariate work. For example, we had originally used the

Jolicoeur-Mosimann data to numerically try out a test for the

existence of a simple scalar <Lifference between two population

Wishart ntatrices. That is, for Sr - W(nr ,mrIr ) and

Sz - W(nz ,û,Ez) , we wished to test that Xr = KXz fo::

undefined K. Under such a null hypothesis, the derivatives

of the likelihood function yield two transcendental equaticns:
-1):^ = ------r- (n, Sz + nr 'Sr,/K)u' 

Dr *rtz
1K = å tr(srxz-1).
m

Evaluating these

K2

iteratively

t62.67 9s.62

* 60.51

**

estimates9ave

53.55

32.r7

19"40

x 2.41938



But the original data \^ras:

451. 39 27L.L7 168 . 70

* 17r. 73 r03 . 29

* * 66.65
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138.75 79.15 37.38

* 50.04 2I.65
* * L1.26

Sr SzI

and our estimat.es of Lz is uniformly Ilarger I than S, ,

while our est-imate of K is smaller than we would expect,

since the individual scalal: differences are all greater than

3. Also fi î, is 'smalIer' than Sr . These results do not

appear so strange when we use the natural metric. For, if

Lz = KXr r then S, S;t 6, KI. Let xr ,...xm be the latent

roots of Sz Sl l . Then the va1ue of K for which

D (sz sl I, Kï) = D( ("' ' - - ),nt) is a minimum is just at"\\ xn/'-'- /

[{= m
= lll For,

Pt---Pm
Xt.

,
^m

-2 K
:Q

giving:

tog xr .. "xm = log (K*)

...Xm

ð

ãK
ð

ãE D KÏÐ I
m

x
I ('"n +)'

('"n F)m

x
i=1

m(= Xr ...Xm

For tlre Jolicoeur-Mosimann data, this is 2.5L56, which is much

closer to the m.l.e. of K than the value of N 3 which

our intuitive Euclidean minds had expected.

Once again¡ âs in the previous analyses, the smaller

rooLs play as important a role in any calculations as the

largest one, which emphasizes the importance of removing

random noise variables before doing tests such as these.

.Ær/ Pr ...Prn
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3"5 The Grassman Manifold.

The Grassman manifold is fundamentally different from

the space of positive definite syrnmetric matrices, being

compact. So we cannot expect a gtobal metric, obeying a

triangle inequatity. But with some care, the geodesic

curves and distances on G*,p can stii-l be useful. G*,p

was constructed as the coset space O(m+p ,R) /O (m'R) x O (p,R)

where each point x is a hyperplane, represented as

lu, iu, rf et+'B) ' :¿i$;ñt ], where Hr is anv set or m

orthogonal column vectors spanning x, and Hz similarly

spans the orthogonal compliment of x. Again we tnake use

of canonical forms. If Xr r xz € G*rp then

Xl +.+ [n,, iHzr ] [nr3,u).:.óiB;å) ]

++ rs,, iHzz) [ntä,u).1.ói3;ñ, ]

But D(xr rxz) must be invariant under orthogonal trans-

formations, so

D(xrrxz) = D([HrrrHztf''xl r [HrrrHzr]"xr)

X2

D ï

r

o(m,R) I o'"ó" ":'öip;Rt 9J+'Bl .:...e.'-ó" ":'oïp;Rt,
t.

L
IHrarHza]

Nolrr,

SO

"('l
o

o(p"R) I Hrr. Hr.]

lo(m,n) I o I
L 
"ó" ":'öip;Rt 

J

is invariant under any transformation of the form

tlrl..
iHz

9f+¡B) .
o€

.'t-ol....¡..1: O(prR) I

Qfrn,Bl o
o o (p, R)

9lqn,B).:
o: I l)

Qlqo.Bl:...e.."ó"':'öip;RiD I ], In'ä'u) : 'ói3;i.i 
],tHra,Hz¡lIn'ä'u) : 'öi3;ñt ])



and one can always find members of

will turn [Hr¡¡ I{z¡] to canonical

m( P):
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O (m' R) x O (P 
' 
R) which

form. That is (assuming

Cos
-Sin

Cos
-Sin

Sin
Cos

0r
0r

0r
0r

Cos
-Sin

Sin 0z
Cos 0z

0z
0z

Cos em

-Sín 0m
Sin
Cos

0m
em
I

I I

wiLh block diasonal enrries (-:l; 3î 3å3 3J or 1 arons rhe

diagonal I zeros elsev¡here. But from Roy (1947) , these 0i

are simply the critical angles between the two planes, xí

and xz. One curve joining I to x is obvíously definecl

by

t0r
t0r

Sin
Cos

t0r
t0r
Cos t1z

-Sin t0z
Sin
Cos

t0¿
t0z

Cos
-Sin

torn
to*

Sin
Cos

t0m
tom

I

1 I

with zeros everywhere eIse.
But. this is just

o
-0r

0r
o o

exp t
o0z

-02

o0m
-0m

o

which means that path l_s geodesic.

o
o

o



So the geodesic joining

forming back again. As

length f::om Xr to x2

line from o to

75.

can be found. by trans-

can verify'that the arc

Xr to xz

k¡efore, one

o
-0r

0r
o

is again the absolute length of the

o

o

o0m
-o* o

o

o

in the Lie algebra of O(m+p,R) which is just

/W:D(xr,xz).
Notice that although xr ancl x2 rntere both m-dimensional

hyperplarres in Rm+p, fr( p, that this restriction is actually

unnecessary. For different dimension planes, there are only aS

many critical angles as the smaller of the two planes" For

this reason it is often just as easy to work out generalized

results on the Grassmann manifolds. This point is important

later on, when we study generalized functions on symmetric

spaces.
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3.6 Applications

Several statistical tests suggested themselves, based on

the critical angles. For from HotelJ.ing (1936), the sample

canonical correlations, Cos2 0t , Cos2 Øz ,... rCos' Orn, between

two sets of observed vectors, X, and Xz ¡ are simply the

squares of the cosines of the critical angles between the planes

spanned by Xr and Xz. A test for índependence of the two

sets ís then a test that the population canonical correlations

are zeror or that the population critical angles are r/2. As

correlationsr wê have the (admittedly) asymptoLic result for

the canon.ical correlations , cos' 0 ! ,

Cos2 0i ':, N (cos " \,i, (1 cos2 þì'/n)
where the Cos2- úi are the population canonical correlations.

As functions of the canonical correlations then:

AS

angles,

0i ¿, N(üi, tan2 þi/An).
a test for given út being the population critical

one could then use:

4 n I (oi - þÐ2/tan' oi o x|n.
I

Given two sets of sample canonical correlations, ,Cos

Cos2 gir one might wish to test whether they in fact came

from identical populations, in which case:

2 n r (oi - o)2/tan' ((oi + pì/2) + xk

yields such a test.

2 oi.
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C}IAPTER 4

4.L Introduction

Most peopte who have studied the theory of multivariate

distributions, within the last fift-een years' are at least

avüare of the existe¡rce of the generalized hypergeometric

functions of matrix argument,

pFq [{a'),...,(an); (br),...(bn); x) ' x € ¡¿(m,R)

which occur in the non-cent-raI parts of the non-null den-

sities derived from the multivariate normal. Isee e.g.

James (1961) , (1964) l. Flowever, fel statisLicians have

any real understanding of what these functions are all

about, and a great deal of mystery appears to surround

those illusive creatures, the zonal polynomials' C¿(X),

which generate the pFq functions,

p'q(...;...i x) =oi"ä+å#...8$ cf¿(x). (7)

The aim of this chapter is Lo provide a firm background.

for these functions, by placing them in their natural synm-

etric space context. Hopefully this wi.ll give the read.er

an intuitive grasp of what a zonal polynomial is, what it

can do, and why. This approach has as far as I know, been

rather negl-ected in Lhe statistical literature, and it is

precisely this side which provides a perspect-ive on the

subj ect.

It seems only fair to mention that this topic is

difficult. It iuvolves much high-powered mathematics which

in such a short essay can only be dealt with superficially.

But T hope that this outline, the result of several years

study of the ,""nject, will pr:ovide enough landmarks and

sign-posts to make the sane task easier for others.
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hope it is

encounterecl in statisti-cs have a most clefinite structure and

shape attached to them, by r^¡hich their behaviour is controlled.

Theír statistical importance is only incidental t-o thej-r

existence. Ì^Iíth this in mind, w€ turn to more advancecl Lie

group and symmetric space theory"

One view of symmetrj-c spaces is that of a simple extension

part Euclidean space, where one relaxes the requ-i-rerrlent of
tflatness' according to certain rules. The resulting symmetry

of these spaces has meant that such topics as integration

theory, fourier anal.ysis and differential- operators can be

rewardingly studied on them" Basically one can study global

functions on symmetric spaces using the same tec:huiques as in

Bucl-.idean functional analysis. It is clear that such thing's

as compactness Versus non-compactness will play a vital role

in this theory, since this is anal-ogious to the problems

encountered in function theory on making a simple change

from ¡1t t.o Sl, the sj-mplest symmetric space,

Sl nvso(2,R) /So(1,R) = So(2,R) (except Rr itself!).

Fundamentalty, there are certa-i-n unique functions

attached to every symmetric space, S = G/H, the zonal

spherical functions. These are the only functions, f (g) 
'

on G which are invariant under t-ransformations

f (g) + f (hrghz ) r V hr. hz € H' and wj-th the adcled property

that

poin'b. has become

the idea that the

78.

clear in the previous work, I

var:ious matrix grollps and spacesi

f (grhgz) dh = f (gr) f ßz).

From the first property \{e =1. that these two-sided invariant-

(under H) functions on G can be considered as one-sided

invariant functions on S ¡ by associating cosets gH with

H
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m € S. The second property allows integrat j-on of bi-invar-iant

functions over H if they can be expressed in terms of these

zonal spherical functions. The theo::y of fourier analysis

for such bi-invariant has been much developecl in recent years

Ie.g. Harish-Chand¡:a (1958) I and IT, I-Ielgason (I962) ].

A.T" James' zonal polynomials are the zonal spherj-cal functicns

of M(mrR) , the space of positive defini'b.e symmetric mal:rj.ces.

Much of their val-ue in multj-variate analysis derives frotn

their defining pr:operties. Both their existence and form

require deep results from the t.heory of group representations

on semi-simple Lie groups, and tt-ris is what we are goi"ng to

investigate. General reference tex'Ls are li.sted and des-

crilced at the end of section 4.3"

The special functions of mathematj-cal physi-cs, which

are also known aS the higher transcendental functions. have

been around for a tong tj"me, as \de can see fL:om their nanies

Bessel, Laguerre, J'acobi, Legendre, e'b.c. These analylis

functions of one vai:iab1e possess such arnazing and varied

p::operties Lhat many mathematicia-ns ntade them the.ir lives'

work. They obey characteri.stic differential equations,

addition, product, dupli.cating and generating formulae, and-

appear time and time again as sol¡tions to physical problems

[e.g. see Erdelyi et a]-. (19513) V.1,2,3J. Cartan (L929)

first noticed a conuection be'Lween special functions and

Lie group theory, and since that time thís intj-mate relation-

ship has been much studied, especiatly since it. proved funda-

mental to the theory of quantum physics (see e.g. Boerner

(1963) ). It was found that most of the special functions

\.{ere related to particular l,i. transformation qroups via

group representatj-on theory. They turn up as matrj-x

elements in certain group representations, and most prop-
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"

erties arise as a resu.lt of the group behaviour. Much work

has been done lateJ-y in filling -ì-n gaps in the represelltation

theory, so that all properties of the special functions could

be derivecl froln the Lie group approach, and I believe this

work has been subs'Lantially completecl Isee e.g. Miller (1968),

Vilenkj.n (1968) , Talman (1968) l.

Unfortunately, many of these derivations appear to have

been worked out only wj-th the aid of the solutions. Rigorous

theoretical- results do not a-ppear practical enough, and.

practical examples do not appear logical enough. It is quite

pleasant then to find that the statisticians have got in ahead

of the appliecl mathematicians, and used these techniques to

derive completely new, and as yet littIe understood functions,

which are matrj-x generalizat-i-ons of the well*.knor¿n unj-variaLe

special functions 
"

The concept of a group representat-ion is fundamenLal.

Let G be an arbitrary group (finj-te or othe:cwise) ' V an

arbj-Lrary vector space of dimension n (possil:Iy *) , and

G.Q,(nrV) the group cf linear invertible transformations on

V. Then, f.or g € G' a transformation T: g + T(g) € G.[(n,V)

is cal.Ied a group representation if j.t takes the group oper-

ations with i.t. That is,

(* r(e)

G 1,(n,V) ).

T(gr"gz) = T(gr).T(92)

r(g-') = (r (g))-t

= I, for e identity of G, T the d-dentity of

Notice that T(G) by no means has to filt G.9,(n,V), just:

be a subgroup of it. It is difficult to apprecíate the

importance of this structure at first glance, but consid.er

the followi-ng questions. Suppose we choose a basis for V'

so the T(g)'s take matrix form. Will there be subspaces
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of V invariant under all T(g)'s? That is, can a Vi € V

exist, such that
T(g)v € vi v v € vi, I € G ?

Tf Vi is such a subspace, is vil also invariant? Can

we repeat this process tiIl no further decompositiorrs exist?

fs sor will any two such complete decompositions be necess-

arily equivalent? Naturally, if the answers were always no¡

our representation structure would not be very interestitg,

but much time and space in textbooks (see e.g. Boerner (1963)

and Mil1er (1972)) is spent in proving when and how these

questions are answered affirmatively. Essentialty, ânY

vector space with an invariant inner product will decompose

into mutual-ly orthogonal subspaces, each invariant under T,

and this decomposition can be continued tilI the smallest

rf v- I
-i= I

blocks are reached (the irreducible spaces). Vi

each Vi

such that

t;:l

r (s)

irred.ucible
p

r(g) = @
i _1
I_I

variant, then we can

ri (ø) . Further, íf

construct Ti (9) '' s

vj, j :1r...rft

is another, (or1r...rmis a basis for Vi, and wj, j

a bas j-s for Vk, say) and

B , B € G[ (m,Vi) (or Aut (Vi,Vk) )

then uncler tj*tj, ft(ø) + þ-tfi{g)n = T¡(S)

representations are said. to be equivalent. So

collect the Ti (g) 's into equivalence classes,

choice of basis have

and

one

and

the two

can further

by judicious

o Tr (g)
Ill2

o

ri (s)

O Tz (q)
IIlz

o
o
mi

where each ri (ø) is irreducible, and inequivalent to Ti (ø),
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í + j, and repeated mitimes in the representation of G

in V. One of the beautiful results of repr:esentat.ion theory

is that any two complete decompositions of G in V will be

identical up to equivalence.

The study of group representations is basically to

study at1 possible representations of G in every possible

vector space, to find ou'L when one has equivalerrt represent-

ations, and to be ak¡le to label or categorize the irreducible

inequivalent ones in some way. Qu-ite a formidable task, one

might say. That any of this is possi.ble is due to the fa-ct

that iL is the group itself which determines what irreducible

representations are allowable. Any particular vector space'

V, is only picking up what ones it can from the set of all

possible representations. On the other hand, if one knew,

for example, how many finite-dimensional irreducible repre-

sentations there were, and had turned up that number of

explicit inequi-valent representations in Some Space, then one

woutd know that it was the complete finite-climensional set.

For a Lie groupr Gr one can extend the notíon of a

group representation, T, to a representation, ?, of its

Lie algebra, G, with the product rule replaced b1t

r(lg, ,grl) = T Ør)'T (g") - r (gz) "T (gr) -

Y grtÇz € G.

This proves a fruitful extension, connecting T and' T by

the exponential map, even though in general one lacks a

complete one-to-one relationship between the irreducible

group ancl algebra representations (from G be.ing only

Iocally def5-ned for a given G) .
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4.2 Root- space decompositj-ons of senti-simplc'- Lie groups 
"

The representatj-on theory of semi-simple Lie grotlps and

their blood-relations (G.Q, (m,R) , O (m,R) ) becornes particularly

clear-cuL and illuminating owing to the very considerable

structure of thej-r a1.geb::as, which all-ows all f inite dimen.-

sional representatj-ons to be found. It is this structure

which we are going to investigate, in gory detail. The

literature on this, the root space decomposition theory of

senri-simple L-ie algebras, is invariably done in such general.ity

as to be incomprehensÍbl,e, Iosi.nq all intuition and form. trte

hope to avoid this by explicitly dissr:cting JSO(m'R) ' the

Lie algebra of the special o::thogonal group, and to a l-esser

degree, the l,ie algebra of the special linear group ' lSL (m,R) -

ff one can compare th.is process to a dissection, then

the Killing form, K, tal<es the place of a scalpel. K is

a symmetric bilinea:: form on a Lie algebra, G, defined as

K(X,Y) = trace (adjoint X adjoint Y), where (adjoint X)'Z

= LX,Z1 = XZ ZX, for X, Y, Z €- G. One considers acljoint

X . adjoint Y as a linear transformation on G, and K

becomes an inner product (possibly degenerate: K(XrY) = o

VX€ Gf Y=O).

A Lie algebra :ls called semi-simple if it has no solvable

ideaÌs. An ideal is the algebra generalization of a normal

subgroup, where a subalgel:ra, ](, of G is an ideal if

Ig,hl e.lt Y g € Gt h € lf . With this definition, the factor

space G/'lt becomes a subalgebra, in the same way that G/11

is a subqroup for Il a normal subgroup of G. Solvability

means that the de::ived series,

It, Ut,:Jt l,ll:Jt,\tl, l:lt,'ltl ], . . .

goes to zero sooner or later, for lC a Lie (sub-) algebra-

Since the last ideat before O mus't be abelian (i.e.
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Lht ,hz I : o V ht ,h, € lt + .lt is abelian) we have semi-

simplJ-cj-ty being equivalent to G conLaining no abelian

ideals at all "

The special nature of semi-simple Lie algebras becomes

more apparent when i{: can be shown that this restrj-ction is

equivalent to the Killing form being non-degenerate, thus

mak-tnq it an important tool f or semi-s,imple algebras.

Roughly, one shows that .if G is no'L semi*simple, then it.

contains aL l-east one ideal, the abelian one defined above,

on which K is degenerate. For, if A is an abelj-an ideal,

thenfor âr¡ a2 €4, adjoint ãt"g = lat,gl €AYg € Gt so

adjoint az.lat,gf : O and K(arraz)=OVàttãz €7\"

AlternativeJ-y , if K is degene::ate, then the space

¡: {gi € CIX(gitg) = O Y g € G} can be shown to be sol-vable

(see e"g. Samelson (1969) 91, sections 6-10). l{otj-ce that tl-re

restriction of ttre Killing form to ar-ì. ideal is the same as the

Kilting form of the restriction, although this is not true for

arbitrary subaJ-gebras, since the ideal structu:re clrags every-

thing into itself the first go. A Lie group is called semi*

simple if its Lie algebra ís semi-simple"

Our strengthened inner product can now be used to show

that any semi-simple algebra is the dj-rect sum of simple ones

(those with no non-trivial j-deals at all). This is accomp-

l.ished by factoring out ideals which by definition are not

solvabl-e, using the Killing form to find orthogonal complements.

For, if Gt is any idea-t in G, then Gl r = { x € GIK(X,Y)

: O V Y € Gt]l and from the non-d.egeneracy of K, Gt fl Grf = O,

so G - Gt @ Gr J-. Repeating this process finally gives a

direct sum decomposition of G in terms of simple algebras.
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It is a quite remarkable fact that there are essentialllz

only 9 sirnple Lie algebras, each corresponding to a precise

connected trc*:e graph. It then follor^¡s that the semi-simple

algebras (arrd thus their respective groups) correspond to

combinations of these trees. From a particular graph (the

Dynl<in dj-agram) , one can recover (up to a local isomorphism)

the particular semi-simple group associated with it.

The first step in de::íving these diagrams is to extend

t.o Lhe comple.x field. Each semi-..simple real lie algebra is

a real form of a semi-simple complex one and each semi-sj-mple

complex algebra is the compJ-exif ication of a real one. In

practice this is quite easy. If G is r:eal, then the

complexification Gc is only Gc = {x + iYlxrY € G}" Thus

a basis fo:: G is also a bas.is f.or G" , where one now allor+s

multiplicat-ion by complex numbers" In essence, one deals with

the complexif ied algebra exactly as -if it were r:eal, except

that one can novÍ found eigenvalues to certain determinenta,I

equations whj-ch occur in 1-he root space decompositions of

the algebras, which j-s what this whole theo;:ir is called-

A complex semi-simple Lie algebra may have several different

real for:ms, however (though only one compact one) " Much of

the cletailecl exposition of Lie groups and symntetric spaces

involves swi-tching back and forth, real to complex, compact

to non-campact-, þroving results in whichever demain is

easiest, then car::yi-ng them back to othe::s if possilcle"

Of the nine simple complex Lie groups, 4 are 'natural',

the rest existing on theoretical groutrds, but not appearing

in any natr:ral historic manner. The natural ones are

SL[n*I,C) , nÞ 1; SO(2n+1rC), n2 2; Sn(nrC), n>- 3,

the symplectic aroup¡ and SO(2n,C), n Þ 4. SL(n+l,C) is the

complexification of SU (n+1) , the rest including the rare ones
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are complexificab,ions of themselves with C replaced by R"

The maximal abelian subalgebras of a senti-simple L-ie

algebra, called the Cartan sub¿:lgekrras (after the father of

this subject, Cartan (L894) , (1914) ) , are the key to t):e

whole dissection the backboner one m.ight say. This fact

is ha::d to appreciate ex loco. It is even mot:e diff-icult to

understand when treated most generally as a maximal- sol-vabfe

subalgebra, or even \^rorseo âs the subalgebra generated by the

zero root eigenvectors of the adioint Tepresentation of a

vaguely def ined 'regu-lar' element of G (see e. g" Samelson

(L969), p.36). (A semi-símp1e Lie algebra has no solvable

ideals, but that does not stop it having solvabIe subalgebras. )

The different approaches are consis'LenL, for a maximal solvable

subal-gebra does turn out abeli-an, and is spanned by eigen-

vectors, h, belonging to zero roots of the adjoint repre-

sentation, adjoint g.h = lg,hf : O for g regular" Ä.Iso,

every maximal abelj-an subal.gebr:a is isomorphì-c to every other

one, so the same decomposition will- occur, regardl-ess of choice.

(For proofs, see Samelson (f969) or Helgason (1962)). But in
each case there is one partícular abelian subalgebra rvhich

is of obvious importance. One supposes it is the e,xistence

of these subalgebras rvhich pr:ovided Cartan with the ri.ght

clues.

The diagonal matrices with determinent onef which form

an abelian group, are an important subgroup of S1, (n,C) .

Its corresponding algebra, the space of diagonal matrices

wj-th trace zero (e.9. det(exp L) = I =+ exp tr | = I +

tr f, = o for l € JS.Q,(n,C) ) is a cartan subalgebra of

JS.Q, (n,C) . The canonical form for a member of SO (nrC) is



Cos 0r Sin 0r
-Sin 0r Cos 0r

Cos 0z Sin 0z

- Sín 0z Cos 0z

where the bottom right-hand I is present only for

These elements form a maximal abelian subgroup of

with the corresponding algebra:

o 0r
-0r o

o

I
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n odd.

SO (n, R) ,

20

o-02

o

again wíth the bottom zero present only for n odd. The

complexification of these elements form a Cartan subalgebra

of fSO(n,C). I have not seen this to my mind natural Cartan

subalgebra used in the literature. Those curious redefinitions

of SO(n,R) mentioned in chapter 1 are invariably substituted

here, to give a diagonal Cartan subalgebra, which may símplify

the arithmetic, but wreaks havoc with oners familiar víew of

SO(n,R). T¡Ie stick to the above subalgebra, which gives a

very clear decomposition, ât the expense of just slightly

more difficult mechanics.

, The following is a brief outline of the decomposition

process. Let G be a semi-simple Lie algebra over Cf and'

f a Cartan subalgebra, also sometimes called a trunk of G.

Then the solutions Ài, gi of

lho, gf = \(h o)Ø ,

for g € G, ho a non-extraordinary (regular) member of f,

and À a linear function defined on f, describe the algebra
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completely. Each À is the same function over all of f

(i.e. lh,gJ = x(h)g V h € f if it is true for some ho).

For any g € f' X(ho) = Or a zero root, and the ranl< of

both f and G is defined to be the numb'er of zero roots.

The eigenvectors of ho corresponding to non-zero roots

for¡n a basis for the rest of G not taken care of by the

L vecl-ors in f which generate itse-tf . Tf o¿ is a root

of adjoint 'ho, then so is -o,¡ and there are precisely

9" linearly independent non-zera roots. If lo, fß are

eigenvec.to¡:s for the roots cr.r ß, then fo+.ß: Ifs, fg]

is the eigenspace for cx, * ß if ct * ß is a root too,

otherv¡ise [fsrfgl = O. The whole Structure then reso]ves

-into looking for the ]adders, the roots of the form cr * t B,

for t a string of integers. For each non-zero root ¡ ctr

one can find a vector Xo in f defined by

K(Xo,ho) = ),o(ho),

and the Dynkin diagram is deduced from the angles between

the XcÌ.

None of the abo-"'e makes very much sense without a few

explicit examples " Instead of proving these results in

generalr wê demonstrate they certainly hold for SO(nrC).

SO(4,C) is a good place to begin, since it is non-tri-via1,

and a knowledge of this decomposition helps tremendously rvith

decomposing all the rest, even the odd dimensional ones.

The LÍe algebra, "CSO(4,C) , is the set of skew-

symmetric matrices with arbitrary complex entries, and from

above, the Cart.an subal.gebra is composed of elements of the

form
o

19r.
o

-0 oo
oo9

o

oo

o -0.-
*02 o

0rr02€c
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So choose ho = o-0roo
0r O O O

ooo-02
OO0zo , where it remains essen-

tially variable, so t.hat Ì,üe will show expl-icitly that the

roots are the same functions for every element of f. A

non-reg'u1ar elernent woul-d have some linear restriction among

the parameters, such as 0r = 02, or 0i = O. Choosing an

arbitrary element

g=

g € G gives

O -$zt -$st -9+t

$zt O -$tz -$+z

9¡r jtz O -9qt

9ct 9qz 9cs o

,gíjeC.

02 ga1*0 t gez '02 g7r*0r gaz

0z 9qz-0r g:r -02 gn*Or g+r

Then one can easily calculate

adjoint l;ro.g = (hog g}:ro)

o

o

o

o

oo
oo

-0r o

-02 o

oo
oo

ÀIo xo )

-02 g+r-?t gn -02 g+zl1t gt o o

0z gt-1 t 9qz 0z gnl) t Çar o o

of adjoint ho, considered as a linear

G is:

trans-So the effect

fqrmatíon on

adjoint ho

oo
oo
o0z
o 0r

oo
oo

o

-02
o

o

0r

o

o

-0r
o

o

0z

o

for g strung out, g

9zr

9¡r

9qt

9tz

9qz

9az

À = o, o, i (0r +02 ) ,i (0r -0r) ,-
and eigenvectors:

Solving det (adjoint ho = 0 gives roots:

i(0r+02),- i(0r-02)

o

o

I
-i

-i
-1

o

o

o

o

l-

I

-1
i
o

o

er such that lho rer ] i (0r +02 ) er



lo o i -1
I

loo-1-íe3 l-i I o o

Lr i o o

ooil
oo-1 i

-i-1oo
t-ioo
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such that [þ6 rez J i(0r-02)er

such that lhoree] = -i(0r{'02)e-,

such that [ho ,e+ ] = -i (0r -04. ) e+

o

o

-i
-I

o

o

+I
-I

i*1
1i
oo
oo

e2=

and e4 =

Any member of

there are two

[er ree ] =

The root

K (X1 ¡ho )

o -4i o o

4j-ooo
o o o-4i
o o 4io

= hr, Lezreq ] -

those elements

this case are:

o4íoo
-4í o o o

ooo-4í
oo4io

of f sat.isfying

o

o

o

-i/ 4

I

f is an eigenvector of the zero roots, and' s j-nce

the rank of G is 2. And there are also only

and exactly two linearly independ-ent non-zero roots" For the

general case, the next step is to choose .[ (rank) linearly

ind.ependent roots under Some order imposed on the parameters'

so as to get. t-he 9" smallest positive rooLs (the fundamental

system) uncler the ord-ering. Tn any particular case the orcler-

ing is obvious here choose 0r > 0z ) O, so the two

smallest positi-ve roots are Àr = i (0r +02 ) and Àz = i (0r *02 )

but expressing this concept for arbitrary algebras is messy.

So we see that there are two ladders: (-Àr ¡o¡À¡ ) and

(-Àz rorlz), but the two systems are disconnected, for

lerrez] = lerrec] = [srrerJ : [e¡re+] = Or so el and e3

from one part, az ¡ e4 the other, wiLh

=h:

vectors,

= Ài (ho )

Xi, are

which in

-i/ 4

o

o

o

i/4
o

o
o

-i/ 4

o

o

o

o

o

o i/4

o

o

o

i/4 o

o

o

o

o

o

Xr

-i/ 4

and Xz

í/4
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Then the Cartan integers, aij, are defined as

= 2K (Xi , X-i )_

K(xj, Xj)

analogously. Then

aij

Here A (ai3 )

The Dynkin diagram is graph of the fundamentar system, a

vertex, i, for each fundamental_ root, Ài, two vertices,
i, i ioined by aii.aji edges. These aj.j are a prescrj_¡:-

tion for the ladders or strings¡ âs witl be mad.e crearer
Iater. For no\^¡, the Dynkin diagram of so(4f c) -is obviously

Each component of SO(4rC), (er re¡ rhr ) and (ez re+,hz )

corresponding to the strings (-Àr ,orÀr ) and (-À.2 rorÀ, )

is a rank one simple algebra, the same as "CS.Q,(2,C) , as one

can easily verify choose Cartan subalgebra (U^t o \- \o e,)'
So So(4,C) is not simple, but can be decomposed. into the

direct sum of two simple rank 1 algebras, each isomorphic to
JS.q,(2,C).

' 1,SO(6rC) has a slightly more interesting structure.
Let ho = o -0r

0r o
o -02

*02 o
-0¡

o

o o Skew elements Skew elements
o o

o
2(a

o
0 3 I

; ).2I

ILo ,g)
'02 9+t^ 0r 9sz -02 g+z*0 r gar I

0z jer} r Ç+z 0z gzz* 0 r g,u !

o

o

o

o
Skew elenents

-0a gor-0r gsz -0a gez*0r gsr l-0r goa-02 gs+

0a gsr-0r gez 0a gsz*0r 9or I 0g gs¡-02 gæ

-0a go¿*02 gs¡ l
03 g5a*02 gea I

o o

o o
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and Dynkin diagram

).2 Àr À¡

One can show this is the same d.iaqram as for JS.1,(4,C), so

So(6,c) is locally isomorphic to St"(4,c) , although there

are much easier ways of showing this. The strings or ladders

can be read off from (aii) as follows. For Ài' Àj' aij,

then the jth string of i is

Ài, Ài-À¡, X1-2Àj,...,¡'i-aij Àj

(see e.g. Samelson (1969) , p.42) . So the strings of "CSO (6'C)

are (À,,Àr+lr), (ÀrrÀr*Àa) and (-Ài'OrÀi), i = 1,..-r3.

The class pattern for JSO(2n,C) starts to appear with

"C SO ( B , C) . Choosing ho as usual, with 4 parameters, the

adjoint representation again copies JSO(4rC) for every

combination of pairs, giving roots

o i(0r+02) i(02+0a) i(0s+0+) i(0r+0+) i(0r+03) i(02+0q)
o i(0r-02) i(02-0e) i(0¡-0q) i(0r-0+) i(0r-0s) i(02-0+)
o -i (Or *02 ) -i (0, +0¡ ) -i (01 +0+ ) -i (0r *0q ) -i (01 +0a ) -i (02 +0q )

o -i (Or -02 ) -i (0, -0a ) -i (0¡ -0+ ) -i (0 t-Ao ) -i (0r -0¡ ) -i (02 -0+ )

of which Àr = i(0r-02), ),2 = i(02-0¡), À¡ = i(0¡-0+),

À+ = i(03+0+) form a fundamental root system, with

(aij) =

and Dynkin diagram

Àr ì.2

For higher degree n,

.C SO ( 4, C) , Ì^rith the n

2-IOO\
-1 2 -r -tl
o -1 2 0l
o-ro2)

À¡

Àq a

one keeps getting àn (n-I) copies of

fundamental roots
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i (0n_, +en)Àr

and

= i(0r-0u ),Àz = i(02-0¡)r...7À¡-1= i(0rr-r-0r)rÀt

Dynkin diagram:

Àn-¿

Àr_,

Àn

Àr Àz Àa

-0rOo
ooo
o o -02
o*0zO
ooo

a

The odd dimensional algebras, Jso (2n-tl,C) , are in some

hrays more interestitg, possessing Some tdouble' bonds. The

extra row and column of zeTos in the Cartan Subal-gebra makes

a deal of difference.

For JSO (5,C) , take ho as

ho

o

0r

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

and g

Then:

adjoint t:ro'g

as usual.

o o 1-1z g+r*0r gn

o o *02 ga2-0 r gt

-02 g+r- 0 r ga, -02 ga2*0 r $t o

I0z gt-1 r g+z *02 az*O r 4t o

-0r 9sz *0r gsr -02 $s+

'-02 grr*0r gaz

-02 9n- 0r gcr

o

o

0z gst

or 9::

-0r 9sr

0z 9s

-02 I
o

Adjoint ho has representation:

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0z

0r

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

-02
o

o

0r

o

o

o

o

o

o

-0r
o

o

0z

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0r

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

-0r
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

0z

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

-02
o

9zt

9zt

9qt

9sz

9qz

9qt

9sr

9sz

9s¡

9s+

oo
oo

-0r o

-02 o
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
ci o

adjoint ho forg=

t
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This is just a repeat of "CSO(4,C| plus two extra pieces,

which we can solve by inspecLion. The roots are:

oto¡ i(0r+0zlr i(0r-02), iOr, iOz

-i(01+02 ) "-i(0r -02 ), -iOr, -iOz

The Cartan subalgel:ra, and thus "CSO(S,C) , is of rank 2 (same

as .CSO(4,C) , but with fundamental root system

Àr = i(9r-0r), \, = j-9z .

The fundamental rc>ot vectors are then

Xr=

and

of/6ooo
-L/6oooo

ooo-i/6o
ooi/6oo
ooooo

ooooo
ooooo
oooj-/6o
o o-i/6 o o

ooooo

2-L
-22

and Xz =

(aii )

So Xr and Xz are joined by 2 edges, with Dynkin diagram

Àr ),2

But the ladders are unsymmetric. There is a

(À,,Àr'+ À2,Àr + 2Lz), but no string of length 3 for \2,

only (Àz r Àz +Àr ) . So an arrow is attached, pointing to Àr ,

to sho\n/ which one can be added twice. Tt is not difficult

to see what wil happen for higher degree odd-dimensional

"CSO(2n+1,C) algebras. These will be the replications of

JSO ( 4,C) , the same as for JSO (2n,C), plus n extra sets

of roots, the simple tiOirsr and a fundamental system

i (0r -02 ) , (02 -0a ) ,.. . i (en-r-On) , i0rt

hrith iOr, connected to i(0n-,-0r) doubly, giving the

diagram

a

Àt-t Àn
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The root space decomposition for JS.Q, (n'C) follows quite

analogously. Choose ho diagonal, entries 0r ... tn, where
n
X 0i - O (one tinear constraint.). Then it. is easy to show

i=1

that the root.s of (adjoint ho ) are 0i-0 j V i, j (includ-

ing the n-I zero roots t - "CSÎ, (nrC) is of rank n-1) ,

and each 0i-0¡ has eigenvector the matrix eij with

entries 1 in the ijth position, zeros elsewhere. ordering

0r > 0z > ...

ort-r torr, with

(aii )

2-I.I 2-L
-1 2

o

o

2-I
-r2

and Dynkin diagram

Àr Àz Àr Àr-, Àr,-, '

The only major class we have left out is that for the

symplectic algebras. On top of these four big classes, there

are five fixed-ra-nk exceptional algebras. From certain con-

straints on the Cartan integers, it is possible to tediously

prove that only the diagrams corresponding to these algebras

can exist, So that these 9 classes are the complete set of

simple complex Lie atgebras (see e.g. Varadarajan (1974),

chapter 4 ox Samelson (1969) ' chapter 2).
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4.3 Zonat. Polvnotnials

The representation theory of a complex semi-simple Lie

algebra is related to its root space decomposition in a

particularly etegant way. One can associate with each type

of, root structure a vector Space (mutually orthogonal pieces

for each simple component) where each root is considered a

vector, and the fundamental system generates the vector

diagram. The set of linear transformations which leave the

whole diagram fixed (in one Sense, all reversals of rladders')

is the Weyl group, I{, and it can be shown that any irreduc-

ible representation of the algebra is invariant under It.

Thus one can parametrize the irreducible representations

within the subspace , V/î¡1. On top of this, the f inite

disrensional irreducible representations are parametrized by

certain integral linear combinations of the roots in that

su.trspace, which form a latLice. These results follow from

a study of the weights of a representation: if T is a

representation, then À is a weight, and x a weight vector

if, ?(h)x = ¡.(h)x V h € Cartan subalgebra. Each primitive

string (-crro, cr) in the root space decomposition, with vectors

(e-orXç¿req) suitably normalized, gives an isomorphism with

r,sî"(2,c) whose representation theory is well-known. From

the commutator relations of a basis (e -*, x o, e o) of JS l,( 2 ,C) ,

it is not difficult to show that if x is a weight vector

for À(H), then ?(e*o)x is a weight vector for À(H) t a(H) ,

and it is known that all weights of ?(X) are integral for

T an irreducible representation of f.S 9"(2 ,C) . By moving up

and down these representation ladders (which must end for

finite dimensional representations) it was found possible to

Iabe1 each irreducible finite dimensional representation by

its highest weight in v/w, and since these will be in a
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lattice, there are a countable number of them. A reasonably

clear and concise account of these calcul.ations can be found

-i-¡ Samelson (1969) , chapter 3.

The imbedding process mentioned previously, and Vleyl's

famous tUnitary Trickr can now be used to connect the

representation theory of complex groups to that of compact

reaL groups. Each complex semi-simple Lie group, Gt, has

several real fornrs (i.e. groups G such that Gc = {G+iG}) ,

but only one of these is compact or any two compact real

forms are conjugate (see e.g. Helgason (1962\, chapter 3, or

Varadarajan (I974) , cl-ra.pter 4) . T{ey1's Unitary Trick amounts

to showing that if a function on Gc is zero on G compact,

then it is zero everywhere. This gives the mechanism to

cârry over representations on the complex group to represent-

ations on the real compact group. That is, if Tc is an

irreducible finite dimensional representation of Gt, then

the restriction T of Tc to G is again an irreducible

finite dimensional Iepresentation of Gt and the relation-

shìp between the Tc's and Trs in 1-1. But it can be

shown in other ways that every representation, finite or

otherwise, of a compact group decomposes into the countable

surn of finite dimensional irreducibte representations (see

e.g. Talman (1968), chapter 7). So the complete set of

finite dimensional irreducible algebra representations Tc

d.efine the set of finite-dímensional irreducible group

representations Tc (1-I for the connected component of

the identity, with modifications for other locally isomorphic

groups) which in turn define the finite dimensional irred.uc-

ible representations T of G' for G compact. Then
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relationships between the various real forms allow this set

to be carried over to aII the real f orms. Herman trtreyl then,

in a bril-liant tour-de-force, used these root structures to

calculate explicit formulae in terms of the roots for both

the dimension and character of each and every finite dimensional

irreducible representation, for all the classical groups (see

Vfeyl (L925) , (L926 a and b) ). The character X of a represent-

ation is just the trace of the representation, important for

being constant on each eguivalence class. That is trace

(AT(g)A-t ) = tra.ce (f (g) ) for any linear transformatiou A.

One might ask what this has to do with zonaL polynomials.

Rernember that every symmetric space takes the form K x G/Ht

for G semÍ-simple over R, H a maxj-maI compact subgroup of

G, and. K a transformatíon group of Euclidean space" It can

be shown (see Helgason (L962) | chapter 5-8) that G/H decom-

poses into compact and non-compact components, with each

component further decomposing into írreducible parts Gi/Hi

for Gi simple. There is also a remarkable duality between

the compact and non-compact spaces, each compact space being

the dual of a non-compact. space (see e.g. Helgason (L962),

chapter 5). Consequentlv one need only catalogue all Gi/Hi

for Git= compact, and all possible Hits, to have a complete

tist of the symmetric space building blocks. But getting back

to zonal polynomiats, the class of zonaL spherical functions,

including the zonal polynomials, arise in the following fashion.

Suppose T¡ is an irreducible representation of Gt in some

space VÀ, and V1 contains a vector v which is invariant

under TÀ (h) for every h € H, the maximal compact subgroup

of G, so:

T1 (h)v = v V h € H
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Then, choosing v as the first basis element of VÀ'

Io .o
o

rr (h) Vh€H

o

g€G

tr' (g) *

* (arbitrary)

*
we have for arbitrary

r¡ (s)
*
*

*

*

where the first row is invariant under left transformation

(f1 (hø) ) , Lhe first column is invariant under right trans-

formation, r¡ (gh) , and trr(g) = tr,(ht gh, ) V hr ,hz € H.

Such an animal is called a zonal spherical function. Notice

\^Ie purposely allowed infinite dimensional representations

here. It is probably worthwhile repeating this fact that

each trr(g) can be considered as a function on I{, invariant

with respect to H, because of its double invariance. The

main job now is to work out just which representations of G

poSSesS such an invariant vector (the representations .of

class 1). This is non-trivial.

Applying these results to G.0(m,R), from the work of

WeyI (1939) it turns out that there is one finite dimensional

irreducible representation of G0 (mrR) for every set of

integers (kr ,kz t.... 'kn¡) , ki Þ ki, i > j. But the only

representations with a spherical function (with respect to

O(mrR) ) are Lhose with label 2l¿ = (2kr t2kz ,... r2km), ki> O'

This was shown explicitly in James (1961), by considering

the representations of G0 (mrR) Ín the space of homogeneous

polynomials in the elements of some 9o € G.(, (mrR). Each

spherical function on G0 (mrR) then becomes a polynomial
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of degree 2k Further, from the invari of

each trr'Þ (g) under lef t and right translation by o (m) ,

we have

trrrþ (gl = Lrrrb (hr ghz ) = trrrþ (1,)

for hrrhz € O(mrR), L diagonal.

This can be seen easily from the isomorphism M(mrR) =

G.Q,(m,R)/O(m,R) and the Principal Axis Theorem which show

that every g e G.0(mrR) can be expressed as hr 'Lhz' for

some ht , h, € O (m, R) , L diagonal ,

i.e. V m € M(m,R), m = hr'L2lnt ' L diagonal

= hr tl,I,thr

= hr ' L]nz 'lnz L'hr v hz € o (mr R)

= (hr 'Lhz ') (hr 'Ll¡.¿') '

=gg, rg €GÎ,(mrR).

This is a particular form of the general result that G = HAH

for H max.i-mally compact in G, A a Cartan subgroup (whose

algebra is a Cartan subalgebra of C).

Considering these zonal spherical functions as functions

on M(mrR) then gives a polynomial in ! = 99' , a function

I 2ki-
a

of the latent roots yi = Lí', for f, =

But more importantly, it was shown that each zonal polynomial.

takes the form
kr kz km

C¿ (Y) = c6 (yr Yz ym + symmetric terms)

Lt

,-)

+ x co (yr t' yrt" y*t* +
p< f¿.

for some constants cb, where symmetric terms

permutations of the ki'", and a partition p

of degree k stiIl, is said to be less than

if for the first ri different from ki, ri <

symmetric terms)

means all

= (rrr... ro,)

l¿ - (kt ,.. . rk*)

ki.
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I have ignored any problems of normalization. Obviously

if trr(gg') is a zonal spherical functionr so is any multiple

of iL (if v is an invariant vector, So is crVr 0, scalar).

A.G. Constantine chose to normalize these things so that

(tr v¡þ = I c¿(Y).

rf r^¡e normarize t,,þ (y) to b: I at Y - 1, then

C¿(Y) h *
-rdi = t',''(Y) (= Cfz(Y) in the literature.)

Another normalization, Zlz(fY) , chosen by A.T. James (1961)

to give integer coefficients in the potynomial- expansions, is

related to C¿ (v) via

c¿(Y) = l*trrrl (1) 2k kt/ (2k) tf z¿(u)

where X¡r¿1 (I) is the <limension of the representation l2t¿1

of the symmetric gr.oup on 2k elements (see James (1964) ).

The symmetric groups are closely related to the representation

theory of G!,(m,R), as can be seen from Ideyl (1939) ' Boerner

(I963) or Miller (L972).

The significance of having a semi-expticit form for these

spherical functions cannot be over-emphasized. Most of the

abstracL theory is only concerned with proving existence of

these functions. The non-statistical experts in this field

do not know or care what forms these functions actually take,

and are for the most part unaware of both of their uses and

of their concrete existence in muttivariate distribution theory.

The above zonal polynomials are only the finite climensional

ones, although they are all the ones of this c1ass. There are

spherical functions attached to the infinite dimensional

representa'tions of G.Q,(mrR), but we as yet have no idea

what they will be like.
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Harish-Chandra (1953 I) (1954 II and III) (1958 I and rI)

has derived general integral forrnulae for the zonal spherical

functions (see Helgason (196?.) t chapter 10) in terms of the

restricted root structures (see 54.5) for symmetric spaces.

These include the spherical functions of the infinite-dimen-

sional representatíons, when the integer restrictions of the

f inite dimensional representations are relaxed. Bhanu ltlurti
(1960) calculates the general integral formula for S1,(m,R)/

So(mrR), which may sooner or later provide a method of

deriving explicit expressions for them, although this has not

yet been possible.

Here we collect a few facts about zonal polynomials.

For one thing, there is only the one invariant vector in

each irreducible subspace, giving the relationship

tz
c6Gs')

trace T2 (gh) afr = c¿ (I) t

O (m, R)
h € O(m,R) .

The fundamental property for spherical functions 0f¿ of G,

0f¿ (g' hg, ) dh 0(g') 0(g') , h € H

(see Helgason (L962) , chaPter 10)
J
H

translates into

C¿ (Yr ) c¿ (Y' )
cþ(Y h Y h')dh

cf¿ (
h €. O(m,R) r

O (m, R)

for the spherical functions considered on M(m'R).

Another basic property of zonal spherical functions in general

is that they are eigenfunctions of every differential operator,

D, on [{[ = G/K, which is invariant under G (Helgason (L962),

chapter I0). This fact is what finally provided a useable

method of calculating the coefficients cp this and knowing

the general form of these functions! For there is one important
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operator, the Laplace-BelLrami operator, 
^, 

which always

exists, and which is reasonably easy to calculate. From

Helgason (I962) p. 3B'l ,

Â =, 1 ,, .I- ,. (z sji ldet slt a:) (B)a - laeT slt ier oi tj

for g = gij the Riemann structure on M, (øii)-t = (øii)

It has become important in the abstract theory of symmetric

spaces to have an explicit form for the Laplace-Beltrami

operator on each space, especially for the restriction of

^ 
to Cartan subgroups, the radial part of the operator.

This can be calculated qu-ì-te simply from some deep results

of Harish-Chandra (1958) on root space decompositiclns. We

shall study this later. Actually the radial part, L' , on

ÞI(m,R) was calculated in James (1968) from (B), by factoring

out that part of the operator which dealt with the latent

roots (the Cartan subgroup of diagonal matrices). So each

c¡:- Yr.. is an eigenfunction of A'
Ym

i.e. 
^' 

C¡, ),¿ ctz VrYr...
Ym

Ym

for À¿ the eigenvalue of L', yi the latent roots of Y.

Explicit calculations in James (1968) yielded recurrence

formulae by which the constant terms, cp, j-n the expansion

of c¿ (Y) in terms of the Mp = y, tt yr'" y*t* * symm-

et.ric Lerms, the monomial symmetric f unctions, could be eval-

uatecl (apart from a scale factor). The necessary calculations

for the cp are messy for hand computation, but do lend them-

selves quite well to computer evaluation, being basically sets

of nested loops. I have developed such a program which is

printed in futl in the appendix, together with user instructions.

This program, together with a discussion of possible used for

the coefficients and polynomials (aside from the aesthetic
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pleasure of just beinq able to rnrrite them down) is to appear

in Applied Statistics, JRSS, series C (see Mclaren (1976)).

It calculates the coefficients for the zonal polynomials,

z¡r(Y) , where the first coefficient, cf¿, that fixes the

normalization, is evaluated from James (1968), 5.14, a

combination of the dimension formula X2¡r(I) fr:om James

(L964), l-9, and other relations found in James (1964) | 99.

This normalization causes the last coefficient ctk

corresponding to the partitì.on (1,1,...,I) (k times) to

be k!, which serves as a handy check on the output.

Since the program can be easily extended to double

precision, much higher degree coefficients can be calculated

than had been possible previously (up to order 20 or 2I,

instead of 12 or 13). Certain intrinsic difficulties became

apparent when these higher degree coefficients started to

appear. There is a coefficient cp for each p ( l¿ using

the previously mentioned. ord.ering, and fo:: a high degree l¿

there can be hundreds of these coefficients. Also the firral

coefficient, being k!, is a very J.arge number, (the first

coefficient is of the order t0 x k!) even using double

precision, and the highest orders calculable are a4ound

lç = 20, depending on the machine. These are important

considerations if one were considering the task of actually

evaluating a hypergeometric function. For the hypergeometric

functions according to thei.r definition (7) are power sums

of the C¿ (Y) ' s.

Historically, these generalized hypergeometric functions

were fírst introduced by Carl Herz (1955), via integral

(Laplace) transforms. Hypergeometric functions of matrix

(positive definite symmetric) argument can be defined via

their integral transforms in the same way that the uni-
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variate special functions can be defined (see Erdelyi eb ,zL

(1953) ) . However such deflnitions do not give explicit

formulae for these functions, but merely show their theoretical

existence, and give properties of them. At the same time their

po\^/er sums of zonal polynomials were appearing in multivariate

non-nulI densities (see e.g. James (1960)' (1961)). A real

breakthrough in the whole theory was achieved when

A.G" Constantine (1963) showed that tl:rese power sums of zonaL

polynomials were in fact the same hypergeometr-ic functions

defined. by Herz, by proving they had. the same transforms.

At one go then, one had these functions fitt.ing into the

general scheme of special functions, and a concrete form for

these functions. The two-matrix functions

pFs (at r...apì bt t --.bq; SrT)

which arise from

i , (a')f,....(ap)_¿
k=o l¿ (bl ) þ. .. (bq) 

f¿

J c¿(S h T h')d.h

C¿(S) C¿(r) for S,T € M(m,p.)
c¿(r*)k!

= 
Cf¿ (s ) Cl¿ (T)

cf¿ ( rm)O (m, R)

in certain densities, were quite unexpected hov¡ever. No one-

dimensional analogue Seems to exist. Even Lhe so-called

Appell functions (Brdelyi et aL (1953) vol. t, chapter 5)

see to be more closely related to the 2-by-2 matrix functions

considered as functions of their 2 latent. roots.

I hope that this section has given some idea of the scope

and complexity of the whole subject of zonal polynomials in

multivariate statistics. An admittedly rather personal guide to

the mathematical titerature may be of some value. For the stat-

istical theory, of courser wê have the series of papers by A'T'

James, in particular the 1961, 1964 and 1968 papers, and the

Constantine (1963) paper. A comprehensive survey of the stat-

istical uses of zonal polynomials can be found in Subrahmaniam
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(L974), which also contains an excellent statistical bibli-

ography.

The mathematical literature is more of a problern. Un-

fortunately the early landmark papers and texts on semi-

simple groups and representation theory are either untrans-

lated (e.9. Cartan (1914), (L929) , and WeyI (L925) , (1926 a

and b) ) or unreadable (see r{eyl (1939) ) . This theory is
quite adequately coverecl in the recent text by Varadarajan

(L97 4) , from basic Lie theory up to the Ideyl character

formulae for representations of compact groups, although'so

much time is spent on elementary results of Lie groups that

he does not get to the representation t-heory titl the last

chapter. For the actual root space decompositions of semi-

sirnple algebras over C, and their representation theory,

I recoflìmend highly the remarkably clear and concise paper-

back by Samelson (1969). If one has, by any chance, access

to the Princeton mimeographecl notes of Vüey1 (1935), these

are much easier going than the famous book, the Classical

Groups, Weyl (1939), v¡here he attempts to do without the

anaÌytic methods, and becomes as a result extremefy dry and

difficult.

Mi11er (L972) suffers to a certain extent from this too,

although it does give a nice description of the representation

retationships between the symmetric groups and G.Q, (m' R) ' and

goes through the representation theory of al-I the cl-assical

groups, showing corrections f or O (m, R) from SO (m, R) ' and

tricky things of this sort. One interesting book for the

dabbter is by Hermann (L966) , entitled rLie Groups for

Physicists' which gives a very pragmatic and low Ievel inter-

pretation of Lie theory in general.
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The modern classic for the theory of ordinary special

functions, from the group representation point of view, is

t.he encyclopaedic work of Vilenkin (1968). The first chapter

of this book also contains a surprisingly clear and short

account of much of the structure and general mechanics of

this subject, which beautifully motivates the study of

spherical functions. Two other texts, Miller (1968) and

Talman (1968) I find too tediously orientated towards

applied physics.

The deeper results of representation theory, dealing

with the existence ancl form of spherical functions and

generalized fourier analysis, rests squar:e1y with Harish-

Chandra. Unfortunately his original papers are quite

impossible (see e.9. Harish-Chandra (1953) (1954 II and III),

(1958) ) . Luckily several- authors have made valiant attempts

to understand and explain his work to the lower classes

notably Helgason (I962) chapter f 0, (1973) ; Gango-l1-i

(L972) i and Varadarajan (1973) . The Flelgason (1973)

paper is particularllz valuable for it having clear statements

of many resuLts, and for its excellent guid.e to the literature.
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4.4 Spherical Functions on the Grassmann l4anifold

Since it had been found possible to construct the zonal

spherical functions (of f inite dimension) for M(m,R) , it

is natur:al to wonder what the situation is for the other

symmetric space of interest statistically, the Grassmann

manifotd, Gp,e-p" This question was attacked and solved

in James ancl Constantine (1974). Not only were the spherical

functions foundr âS generalizations of the Gegenbaur polynom-

ials, but a ne\rü class of generalized Jacobi polynomials were

also found, the tintertwining functions' .

These deri-vations are weII set out in James ancl Constant-

ine (L974). We have Gp,q-p = o(g,R)/o(p,R) x o(q-p'R) the

unorientated Grassmann manifold, which can be obtained from

the orientated space of planes, SO(q,R)/SO(p'R) x SO(q-p'R)

by identifying elements of opposite orientations. The spher-

ical f unct-ions on Gp, q-p, since they must be constant on

the doubl-e cosets,

O(p,R) x O(q-p,R)'H'O(p,R) x O(q-p,R) , H € O(q,R)

tlus turn out to be functions of the critical angles" Gp,Q-p

is a compact Spacer So in contrast to the non-compact space'

Ì4(m,R) , the spherical functions on Gp,q-p possess orthogonal-

properties with respect to the group invariant measure on the

space. James and Constantine (L974) derived the generalize'1

Gegenbaur polynorhiats as a complete set of polynomials in

the squares of the cosines of the criticat angles, 0, ,...r0p,

p ( e,/2, orthogonal with respect to

tg vi ) 
-t tg (l-Yi )Fq- 2P- t) yin

i<j
(vt-vi ) Cos2 0i,

the measure derived from the measure on

(1954) ) . These collapse to Çhe ordinary

for p = I (Erdelyi et aL (f953) ) .

Gp,q-p (see James

Gegenbaur PolYnomials
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It was actually just as simple to find the extensions

of these functions, the generalized Jacobi polynomials, which

are constants on 'the double cosets

O (m, R) x O (q-mr R) . H. O (p, R) x O (q-p, R) r

so functions of the critical angles A, ,0r r... r0*, (m ( P) t

which are orthogonal- with respect to

il 
". 

à (n-m- t ) 11-yi, h (ø-n-m- t ) IT (yi-y: )
i<j

This is of course related to the ease of finding invariants

between two hyperplanes of d.ifferent dimension, m and P,

in q-space, as mentioned earlj-er. For m = I these become

the ordinary Jacobi poJ-ynomials.

The generalized Laguerre polynomials r Fr (-f¿, a, X) which

had been discovered earlier (see Constantine (1966) ) possessed

expansions in zonaL polynomials

x
(-1) s

cä txl

ät"

L¿

or Fr (-fz, a, x)
o(

cä (x) = co (x) /coG) ,

(3) cä (x) , and (a) o =

P¿ (x)
l¿

(-1) s

ís defined via c[ (r*+x)

("-\(i-1) )si for

l¿ a

s
¿)

'o( f¿

v¡here

o = (sr sz . . . s¡¡) , and the usual ordering of partitions. These

functions were orthogonal v¡ith respect to the measure

etr (-X) det X! (p-m- r ) , which is a lj-miting case of the Jacobi

polynomial measure (q * -) . This suggested a simil-ar form

for the Jacobi polynomials, P¿ (X) (for roots of x the

cos2 0i), and James and Constantine proved

(3)
m
]T

i=1

o

(c)\'
o

l¿

o l¿,o c ,
a

with the help of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on G*r9-* to

find recurrence formulae for the (C)t¿,o. The confluence of

P¿ (X) + r Fr (-f¿,a;X) follows a completely analogous result

for the ordinary polynomials.

o
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The unexpected result in this workr âs f see it, is

the very fact that these functions do turn out to be express-

ible in terms of the zonal polynomials of M(mrR), even

though the two spaces have little in common besides their

symmetry. This suggests to me that perhaps the C¿ (Y) 's
may prove of great value in general symmetric space theory

as the fundamental building blocks of atl the spherical

functions.
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4.5 Symmetric Space Root decompositions

The root space clecomposition theory of the semi-sirnple

Lie groups can be carried over to the symmetric spaces to a

quite remarkable degree even clown to the Dynkin diagrams.

I have not been able to find any explicit calculati.ons in the

Iiterature of the type lvhich follow, although the results can

certainly be checked in Loos (1969), Araki (1962) , or Satake

(1960). These all derive the graphs by considering the

involutive automorphisms of a simple algebra I G those

transformations, o, which leave a maximally compact sub-

algebra lt fixed, with o' = I, a theoretically more

elegant and general method. But I find this approach

confusing in its generality, and much harder to comprehend,

especially when a simple explicit example can give a start-

lingly clear picture of v¡hat is really going on.

These decomposition results follow from the way in which

each space decomposes into fundamental blocks. The only place

that I knorv of where the decomposition theory of symmetric

spaces can be founC is Helgason (L962) | chapter 4-8, where

it is done with complete rígour, âs far as he goes. A brief

survey of the contents of this landmark of a book wil-l provide

us with the results we need. Chapters I ancl 2 cover the basic

facts of differential geometry and elementary Lie {:heory, but

with such rigour and detail, in such a short spacer âs to be

quite impossible if one is not already familiar with the

concepts involved.. Chapter 3 proves the compact real form

imbedding theorems, and shows the important Cartan decom-

position of any semi-simple algebra G into G = lt @ M for

K the subalgebra corresponding to a maximally compact sub-

group of G, M the orthogonal complement of lt with
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respect to the Killing form. Chapter 4 and 5 then prove that

every symmetric space, M, decomposes as

M=M+xI{oxlrl_

where l"to is a flat euclidean space, M+ = Ga/Ha for G+ a

compact semi-simple Lie group over R, H+ nnaxirnally compact

in G+r and 14- = G-/H- for G- a non-compact semi-simple

Lie group over R' H- maximally compact in G-" These

results follow from the Cartan decomposition theorems. The

important duality between the compact and non-compact spaces is

alsoinvestigated. Chapters 6 and 7 discuss both types, and

chapter B covers the llermitian spaces, which are important in

complex analysis. But hidden in chapter B, 55, are the crucial

theorems on the decomposition of each (non-) compact space into

irreducible cornponents, Mi = Gi/ILi, for Gi a (non-)compact

simple Lie group over R' H1 maximally compact in Gi. So

all the irreducible components are calculable from the var-ious

real forms of the 9 sim¡;le algebras over C, and their maxim-

aIly compact subalgebras. Chapter 9 list.s these spaces, but

omj-ts any mention of Dynkin diagrams or any detailed ca1cul-

ations, to mal<e room for chapter I0, a discussj-on of modern

trends in symmetric space theory, basically the work on

sphericat functions and fourier analysis by Harish-Chandra.

Each complex simple algebra has only one real compact

form, and several non-compact ones. But each ngn-compact

real form has only one maximally compact subalgebra (Helgason

(L962), chapter 6) , whereas each compact form may have several

different maximally compact subalgebras (He1gason (1962) ,

chapter 7). Luckily the two sets match up under the dualíty.

Schematically:
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( simple
over C)

u
(com¡oact)

ll*=G/H*
+

t'ifi=c*/Hfi
I

z JC1 JCr..
.t.

l'ü =G/Ht
0

14*=Gr /HI
I

IT4.

maximal.ly compact
subalgebras

mJT

+

I
I

în
LT I IJ2 {non-compact

[torms
Gn real

where M* is the dual of M.

So one need only deal with the compact real forns, and

find all maxi.mally compact subalgebras (subgroup) for each

one. The root space decomposj-tion for a symmetric space G/H

takes place over a Cartan suþ¿lgebra, Ir of G : Jt @ 14,

where f is as much as possible inside M I and only hangs

over into lC minimalllz. one finds the roots of G with

respect to f as for the simple algebras, then restricts

these to ìt to get the rooL structure of M (eventually let

the parameters in K go to zero). The number of parameters

one can squeeze into M is the rank of FI.

I¡le shall now explicitly derive t.he Dynl<in diagrams for

the orientated. Grassmann family of compact symmetric Spaces,

the

SO (q, R) /SO (p, R) x So (q-p, n) .

Several different cases arrive. For example, I cên be even

or odd, corresponding to two different complex simple algebras,

and every partition of q into two integers gives a symmetric

spacer so there are several symmetric spaces associated with

each SO (q, R) .

Choosing SO(5,R) for example, the compact real form of

SO(5rC), then there are two symmetric spaces associated v¡ith

ir,
so(5,R)
sõTZ; Rl-

so(5,R)
SO (2, R) x So (3, R

so (5, R)
ffiand
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Here is a

.eso(5,c),

xt:

F-
l-

o -0r
0r o

small snag. In the previous decomposition of

v¡e used the Cartan subalgebra

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

'Az
o

o

r

which is completely

namely :

the algebra of SO(2'C) x so (3, c)

oo
o0z
oo

inside

0i € C

o -0r o
0r o

o -02 -0e

o0zo-0q
0e 0+ o

OOO-0rO
OOOO-02
ooooo
0roooo
O0zOOO

, oi € c

, oi € c

a

So I hunted around for another Cartan subalgebra (max-

imatly abelian in G) which v¡as as much as possible outside

It I and turned up

y=

which one can easily verify is abelian and maximal, since it

is the same rank as an old Cartan subalgebra. This j-s com-

pletely outside lt in these cases M is said to be

maximal, the same rank aS the associated simple algebra.

Furthermore, the adjoint representation IYrg] turned out

to be exactly the same form as for the regular decomposition

"CSO(SrC), except for permuted ro\^¡s and- columns' so the

roots of .[Yrg] = À(y)g turn out the same, namely:

o, o' i(Or+02), i(0r-02), iOrr iOz

-i (01 *02 ) , -i (0t -02 ) , -i0r , -iOz
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gives the Dynkin diagram
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system of positive roots as before

for so(5,R)/so(2,R) x SO(3,R) as

i (0r -02 ) iOz

the same as for so(s,c), with no multipte roots. This is

exactly what one would expect for a maximal rank space.

[Uote, it is a matter of individ.ual preference \^Thether one

chooses to point. the arrow from the lower root (the one that

is added on) to the higher t oT vice-versa. Samelson (1972)

uses the above notation, Araki (L962) and Loos (1969) prefer

the other vzay. l

The situation changes for SO(5,R)/SO(4rR). Here the

complexified Cartan subalgebra is again

F_
l- I

h

ooo-0ro
OOOO-02

ooooo
0r o O o o

O0zOOo

, oí € c

but

9
o

o

o

o

lt

oooo

conplexified

and 0z overÌaPs into

course just as they are

"cso ( 4,c)

it. The unrestricted roots are of

above, but when restricted to

ol* * * *

M m=

the non-zero roots (02=O) are just:

iOr , iOr , iOr r

-iOr r -i0r , -iOr r

*
*

?k

,r

o
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we can do the same things with the even dimensional

spaces those derived fron SO(2q,R). Take SO(8'R) for

example" Then -CSO($,C) is of rank 4, with Cartan subalgebra

-02
-0s

-0q
Y 0i € c

0

f
0r

0z
0¡

0+

and unrestricted non-zero roots, *i(0it0¡) r i < j- So the

various synìnetric spaces have restricted roots corresponding

to their respective ff's as follows:

Itt =

It2 =

7Ct

o

"cso(7,c)

{ ç91? 
'Ç). JSO(6,C)

JSO(4.C):..."'.ú.'.
: Íso (4,c)

x SO (6, R)

x SO(5rR)

x SO(4,R)

, roots ti01 ¡ repeated 2(4^L) tirnes

roots ti (01 t0z ) , multiPlic-
ities I and +iOr r+iOz ¡

multiplicities 4

roots l:i(0t t0z )'i(0r t0¡ ),
i (02 t0a ) , multiPlicities I a::

+i0r rti0z r+i0¡ r multiplic-
ities 2

, roots the same as fot
JSo(B,C) r multiPlicities I,
maximal rank

l(q =

and Dynkin diagrams

so(8,R)/so(7,R)

So(8,R),/So(2,R)

so ( B, R) ,/so ',3, R)

So (8, R),/so (4, R)

a

a
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In general, \^Ie see that SO (q, n) ,/SO (p) x SO (q-p, R) , p ( q/2 ,

has (restricted) roots 1i(0i10j) with rnultiplicities L, and

iOi's with rnultiplicities 2(>r9-'p), for q even-

The rules for arbitrary simple G then are to fincl all

the usual roots of G, and restrict them to the space M,

where G = M @ K, and the Cartan subalgebra is maximal in

II. Then take Lhese restricted root forms and look up their

diagram which must correspond to one of the 9 simple diagrams.

Strangely, only the 4 diagrams of the 4 classical familities

ever turn up as Dynkin d.iagrams for the symmetric Spaces

derj.ved from the classical simple groups. The odd exceptional

space has the same diagram as a classical space however (see

Arakj. (L962) , p.33, type E III and E IV).

We may as well look at S.l. (m, R) /SO (m, R) , the semi-simple

part of GL (m ,R) /O (m,R) . Sl, (mrR) is non-compact, so there is

only the one maximally compact subgroup, SO(rnrR), and the

Cartan subalgebra of d-ì-agonal matrices is completely outsid'e

"cso(m,R) any\^¡ayr so sÎ,(mrR)/so(m,R) is of maximal rank, and.

has Dynkin diagrarn

with roots (01-Oi) i < j of multiplicities I' and
m
ç

i- I
0i

These twö families do not exhibit the double root forms,

2\i, for Ài a root, which can occur with some of the other

Spaces due to linear restrictions imposed on the root forms

under the restriction to M. These can be kept track of when

they occur since each irreducible space only has at most two

types of roots (i.e. the ti (0it0 j ) and i01's for SO (q,n) )

and only one type ever exhibits the double forms (Araki (1962) ) .

o
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4.6 Koornwinder Polynomials

The main reason (besides cu.riosity) for going so deeply

into 1!he structure of symmetric spaces, was to try and. uncler-

stand the work of Tom H. Koornwinder (1974, Ît II, IfI ancl TV).

and (1975). He has undertaken a comprehensive study of orthog-

onal polynomials in two variables. Many of his polynornials are

quite simple extensions of univariate orthogonal polynomials'

but two types have interpretations as spherical funct-ions on

compact symmetric Spaces of rank two, and to undersl-and this

one needs to be able to follow the decomposition theory for

symmetric spaces.

Koornv¡inder (L975) 93"3 defined the polynomials of type

6 as polynomials tf ,v, orthogonal- with respect to the

weight funct.ion

(l--u+v)o (l+u+v) ß (,r'-¿v)Y.

A change of parameters, ll: cos 2s + cos 2L, v = cos 2s cos 2L,

gives functions in srt, orthogonal with ::espect to

(9) ô - (sin s sin t) 2or't (Cos s Cos t) 'ß* t ["ir, (s+t) sin (s-t¡JY+t

He then claims that D'= (S-% tðtt*4"=) )öt'-ô-%((ðrrr-ass) ôà)

is the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator for symmetri c

spaces of rank 2 ivith Dynkin diagram

and root system \r ,2\t ,\z with multiplicities m(Àr ) = 2a-28,

m(2Àr ) = 2g+L, and. m(À, ) = 2y+L. The orthogonal polynomials,

being eigenfunctions of D', are then the spherical functions

on such a space. This appeared, to Say the least, rather

miraculous, but by following up the references, Harish-Chandra

(1958), Helgason (L972) and Araki (1962) | ancl by working out

the ideas of symmetric space decompositions, I finally managed

to elucidate what po\^Iers ulere being called on.
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g = ("t(ur -02 )-e-i(0r -0z r) ("t(0r+02 )-"-i(0r+t')).

. ("t0t -.-i0r 1e-u ("t0r-"-i0z1t-+

= lç sin(0r -02 ) sin(0r +02 ) (sin 0r sin 0, )Q-u

which, ignoring constant terms which do noL matter, is the Same

as (9), for ct, : (q-5)/2, ß - -4, Y = O' and s = 0t, ! : 0z

But these 0i are just the critical angles of James and

Constantine (I974), whose Gegenbaur polynomials are poly-

nomials in yt , yz ¡ which are the Squares of the cosines

of the critical angles. Sor âs a checl<, substituting

!r = cos2 s, yz = cos' t in

(sin s sin t¡a-+ sin(s+t) sin(s-t) dsdt

gives ((r-y, ) (r-y, I )t {l-u) (y, -y, ) (v, v, (1-v, ) (1-v') )-t dvr dvz

= (yryr)-b ((r-y, ) (l-yz ¡;à 
{u-sl (y, -y, ) d.yr dvz

as required., again ignoring constant terms.

Having recognized in this case that the Koornwinder var-

iables, s and L, are just the critical anglesr w€ can now

interpret all the type 6 polynomials, orthogonal v¡ith respect

to
g = (sin s sin t.¡ 2d-r-1 (cor s cos t¡ 2 ß+t ["in (s+t) sin (s-t))2t+r

for a=11q-p-3), ß=rt(p-3), y-O

as James and Constantine type Jacobi polynomials, which are

orthogonal with respect to

(y,y, ¡à(r-3) ( (r-y, ) (1-y, ))t(s-p-3) (yr -vz )

under the correspondence 1zr = Cos2 sr lz = Cos2 t. These are

polynomials in yr r yz constant on the cosets (O(2'R) x Q(q-2'R)

andO(prR)xO(q-p,R),asubsetofthetotalnumberofJacobi
polynomials. The variable change shifts us from functions on

so(qrR) to functions on o(qrR), where we no\^I identify as

one the opposite orientations of a hyper-plane.
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Other values of cr, ß, \ also have symmetric space

interpretations. Using the identity sin 2x = 2 Cos x Sin x,

we can re-\,rrite ô as

g = (sin s sin t) 2a-2 ß ("ir, 2s sin 2L')2 ßt-1 [sin (s+t) sin) s-t)j'o

which coriîesponds more closely v¡ith syrnmetric space roots as the

measure for a symmetric space whose positive restricted roots

are is, it, 2ís, 2íEt i(s+t), i(s-t) with multiplicities

m(is) = m(it) = 2a-25, m(2is) : m(2it) = 2g+r, m(i(s+t))=*(i(s-til

= 2y+I. But the Dynkin diagram for fundamental roots

it, i (s-t.) is

as we saw earlier. So, to find al-I symmetric space interpret-

ations one need only work out all possible multi-plicities for

this diagramr or, even easier, look them up in a table such as

Araki (1962), pp.32, 33. Koornwinder (1-975) does just this,

and lists the spaces including the null space o¿ = ß - y = -\,
and 'the simple group SO(S'R) (see 95) . Each simple group, G,

can be consi.dered as a symmet.ric space in its own right, acting

on G ¡ Gr with t.he same roots as G considered as a semi-

simple group, but with multiplicities 2 for each root (see

Helgason (1-9621 | chapter 4, and Loos (1969) p. 83). For some

reason tre leaves out the which by relabel-I-

space (this only

---Þ ).

spaces,

ing the roots can be conside¡:ed as a

happens for rank two spaces; .--é

These are:

SU(4)/SïJ(z) x SU(2) m(Àr)

SP(2)/IJ(z\- m(lr )

SP(¿\/9P(2) x sP(2) m(À,)

so(8)/u(4) m(Àr )

of which none l¡ave double roots.

+

= 2t m(Àz )

= m(Àz) = I

= 4t m(Àz)

= 4, m(Àz )

1
-L

3

=1
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Koornwinderrs type 7 polynomial.s (Koornwinder (I972) 94.5)

also have symmetric space interpretation. These are defined

aspolynomialsin Z=xl iy and -Z =x-iy, orthogonal

with respect to the weight function"

ô : t-(x2+y2+9)2 + 8(x3-3*y') i- I0Blo

i (s+t / {l) i(-s+t/ß)which under the transformation Z

-2it/ /3e. -* become functions in srt orthogonal with respect

=e +e +

to

(sin s) 'o* I sin (l¡ sati/T|) to* t (sin L s-4ßL) 'o* t .

These functions are claimed to be spherical functions

on compact symmetric spaces of rank 2, with Dynkin diagram

*--- , and multiplicities 2a*L for each root. But

we know that S1,(¡rR)/SO(3,n) has Dynkin diagram'¡¡----+ ,

with positive roots 0r -02 , 02-0t ¡ 0r -0e r rnultiplj.cities 1,

where the Cartan subalgebra is the set of diagonal matrices

( 
[:' :, ;.) 

€ rs* (3,R,, 0i € . 
)

whích, since trace X = O V X € "CS,Î,(3rR) means 0r*02*0e - O.

But this is a non-compact space. To find the dual of a space

G/H, one simply takes the Cartan decomposition of G = Xt + 14

and transforms to Jt + LM, which then corresponds to the

Cartan decomposition of tl" dual of G/H (see Helgason (L962)

p. L99) , and for G _ non-compact, the dual is compact, and

vice-versa. For Sg(3rR), the decomposition is just

Js.Q,(3rR) = JSo(3,n) + symmetri-c matrices, trace zero

which transforms to

fSO(3rF.) + i(symmetric matrices, trace zero).

If X is such an element, then X + -yr = O. But this is
just the rule for the Lie algebra of SU(3), giving the

conrpact. dual of S.Q,(S,R),/SO(3,n) as SU(3)/SO(3,R).
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The Cartan subalgebra tra,nsforms to diagonal matrices, elements

iQr , iQz I i0¡ , with roots iQr -iQz , iQz -i0¡ , i$r -i0¡ , multi-

plicities I, and the same Dynkin diagram. So, f'or o' = Ot

the type 7 polynomial-s should be spherical on su(3fR)/so(3,R) '

which is the semi-simple part of the symmetric space

U(3,R)/O(3,n), the compact dual of Gl,(3nR)/O(3,R) = M(3,R).

Complete lists of the irreducible spaces and their duals can

be found in HeJ.gason (L962) pp. 346t 354.

using the Harish-chandra formula again, the measure on

SU(3,R)/So(3,R) is just

ô - (ei{or-02)*"-i(0r-02,)(.t(02-0¡)*"-i(02-0a)J[.t(0r-0¡)-.-i(0r-0a);

= const. x sin (0r -02 ) sin (02 -0r ) sin (0r -0¡ )

= const. x sin(0r-02) sin(0r+202) sj-n(20t*02)'

Ignoring constant terms, this correspotrds with ô for

0r = \(s-t/{!) , 0z = t//1 , and c)ú = O. Obviously any symmetr-.ic

space with these roots, multiplicities 2o+1 will correspond

with ô tot these 0i, which justif ies I(oornwinder's claim.

Z becomes simpry I - "'"0t 
+"-2i02 *.-2i0t . (r have not

figured out why such unwielciy parameters were used instead

of the more natural 0i's.)
1

He further states that polynomials in I = Ç'5 E,

V, = e-? E, multipried by ,kr +kz +kt /s can be identified with

the zonal polynomials C¿ (x) , roots xr r xz t X¡ r for

6 = xr+x2+x3r n = xlx2+x2x3+ xeXr ¡ Ç = XrXzX¡' To see that this

is in fact correct, let yt t yz t Yo be the d.iagonal entries in

in a member of the Cartan subgroup (of diagonal matrices) of
I

Gl, (3rR) . Then the yi/ Qryzyt )-r's can be considered as the

entries in the members of the cartan subgroup of sg(3'R) '

(Det = I) corresponding to the "0j'". 
If we identify the

,yr)* with the .iOj'= in the cartan subgroup

of SU(3) then the polynomials in the "2iei's 
become



polynomials in the Àj''". These yj'" are the latent roots

of elements in cg (3,R) , which correspond to YjYj' =

roots of gg' = mcM(3,R). In SU(3) ' the
2

ç-T n become

Ç
Xl +X2 +X3

t
(xtxrxa)3

126.

Yj' xj,

the latent
I

Ç--r E and

elements

¡,2/\2xl+xr2+Àl=Xl+xl+L/x?À

I
Ç-1 E

-Là

2
T

Ç n
Xr Xz *Xz x¡ *Xr x¡

2-
^1

\, +
^? 

),:

L/\? + L/^1
T

= C-T n as required. But

gives spherical functions

+

+

r2/\2

^1

)'?
(xr xz xs )T

which for Ài i0+eJ

Ài

means
I

considering À j as y i/ $t yz ya ) T

on S.Q, (3,R) /so(3,R) , and. multiplying by the determinent factor

gives the C¿(x)'s, ignoring problems of normalization.

Vtithout making this identification, one would get the spherical

funct.ions on u(3)/o(3,R), as studied by Hua (1963).

As before, one can interpret functions corresponding to

other values of o as spherJ-ca1 functions on symmetric spaces,

by lool<ing up all 
--..--- 

symmet.ric spaces (wit.h multiplicities

2o+l-).

It is perhaps worthwhj-l-e noting that explicit forms for

the type 6 and 7 Koornwinder polynomials only exist for certain

parameter values, in some cases as simple products of uni-

variate polynomials t oy in others because of their interpret-

ation in terms of James'style polynomials.

These Koornwinder polynomials are a lovely example of the

power of deeper symmetric space results. Similar techniques

could easily be used to define higher dimension orthogonal

polynomials for all the symmetríc spaces from their root

structures. Perhaps some combination of James/Koornwinder

results witl provide nev¡ general explicit functions.
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4.7 Generalized Hermite Polynomials

Once the gener:a-Iized special functions have been fitted

into the overall scheme of special function theory, it becomes

much easier to spot any gaps. For example, âs mentioned earlier,

the generalized. Laguerre plynomials are a limiting case of the

generatized Jacobi polynomials, which follows a well-known

analogous result for the univariate polynomials " That is,

from James ancl Constantine (1974) . the e¿ (X) . for XeM(m'R)

are pol.ynomials orthogonal with r:espect to the measure

w (x) det X
a-ä (m+ I ) det (I-X) c-a-L (m+l )

(a = 4p, c = 4q).

(Transforming to the latent rootsr xi, of X adds the

iI: (xi-xj) factot?") Lett-i-nq [: c-t x, then

ri.m cam w (c- r z) = etr (-z) det zu-\ (m-t'l )

c+@

which provídes the measure for the r Fr Fh,a,Z) . This is an

obvious generalization of the univariate caser Iî = Ir for

w(x) = *o- t (1-x) c-a- I and

lim (c)t w(c-Iz) = e-z zu-',
c->@

the measure for the Laguerre polynomials (see Erdelyi et aL

(1953) VoI. II, p. 164).

But it. is also wel-I-known that in the univariate case the

Hermj-te potynomials, which are orthogorral with respect to u-\"'

are the limitinq case of the Laguerre polynomiais, taÌ<ing the

Iimit of e-z r^-' -for z = a + ã V as a + oo. So what wiII

be the generalized Hermite polynomial-s? Taking the analogous
l, .r2

limit for I - aI + {ã v gives the measure e-2' , with

respect to which the generalized Hermj-te polynomials Uu¿(Y)

wiil be orthogonal. Taking progressive limits of. the Laplace-

Beltrami operator on G*,q-* gives the differential equations

obeyed by the generatized. Laguerre, and then the Hermite poly-

nomials, and provides a method of constructing the Hef¿(Y)
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polynomials in terms of Lhe zonaL polynomials.

From James and Constantine (1974), the e¿(X) are

eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Bettrami operator, which gives

the differential equation

{o* + (c-m+I) E ô* @-\m+4) ¿ (o¿+kc) } P¿ (x) - o

where

D*=lxi'
I

â

ðxi' +X
i'i
L=r)

l_

o

ð*i

a

ðri

^* - ð2 - xi âo = i "t ã*z- + 1i) Gi_xi) ãxi

E = r â - â

,*t ã"t-' e:iãxi

and the roots of x are Xr r x2 ¡ .. ¡ Xmr and a¿ = r (ai (ki-i) )
I

wit.h l¿ = (kr , kz ,... rk*) , a non-increasing partition of k

into m parts. (These xi's are just the canonical correl-

ations, the cos2 0i.) substituting )( = c-l Z in the

operator gives:

{l +)
¡2
d

-+)

ð2i,2 i; i
(*)"'(

/ri\"
\"/ c

a

14
2

+ (c-m+I)

-1L-.
:C
I

L-
ic

r22o
ðz i'

ð2
ðz i'

ð

6"r

x
cz!

i,i c LJ

¿,L
2

c

irj (z i-z j
zi

c â

6"r

+ (c-m+I) Ï
i

azi E\

(a-%m+r¡) àri (o¿+ck)
)

âIci

: rf T ,i'Ll_

^Il_m--=Lc->æ c i

+I

cX ð

ã4

)

c (a-Lm+L)

cXi
ao.oL ðzi, j (zL-zj)

a

14

frã- (o¿+cal)=^

zi#. rl: r+rE
+ (a-%m+à) x

l_

Lz:3*L- dzí

e-E+k-A*

Taking

= ô* + G-\m+1)
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But from the confluence v6?'r z) + r Fr (-f¿ ,a,zl

must have

(O* + (a-Lrn+l¡) e E + k) rFr ?l¿,a,Z) : o-

Now substituting I - aI + ,E y in A* gives

vüe

T
i

(a+/ã yi¡

-(,talz-

¡2
ö

ãyiz + I (a+Æyt)
irj ({ã yi-,fa Vi) E ãtr

1â

+ (a-àm+L) v
]-

+

% (m-r
a

Taking

But (eô*-ô*e) = Ì
I

= i ('. ÞJ d:. iîi
1.oå

â (a+6 Yi)
/ãayi

ï
i

a _v
ayi

Yi- Yj

a

ãyr

a

ã';

ð

ãyr

(r;-ry) rrh-i (/ã + yi)

¡2o
1+ V-

[;yi\
lnrG) âyi 2

+T
i,j Yi- Y;LJ

- â .â * kl¡* iYidyiI -J I ]-

+k

=î(

I

lim a* = I -*, +a+æ i dYr rr]
â-:ð

ãtt - Ì "t ãtT* kt
(vi-vi )

a **tl

¡2
d

ayi 2
+T I â

ðyi a

irj Yi-Yj

Let ô** = (e6*-6*e)

Then
. ** "**
^^^ 

= ö"" E + k

and from the conf luence r Fr (-h,a'aI+rÆ Y) -' II.&:(Y) we must

have

(ô**-E+k) Hs¡.(Y) =o .

For m = 1, this becomes

# v$+r<
If , instead, one had put I = aI + 'E y and then taken the

Iimit as a -' co, the operator becomes å6**-n * k, and we

get another normalization of the Heþ(Y)'s,, now orthogonal wj-th

respect to .-"'.



Consider tl-re action of ô** on cä(Y) .

o**c[ {v) = (e 6*-ô*e) cä (Y)

and

Then

I

So,
o**c[ {v)

where kÍi)
J

Form=1,

For m=1,

(ri*L (m-i) -.r) c[i (v).
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'1,

k-2C (v) . rr

*But eC (Y)
l¿ ) cfi (v)='r(L a

o*c[ tvl L
I

([')

[rr-r+¿ (m-i) )(ft) [ecfli (Y) )

ô**A**

(see James and Constantine (1974) ).

E+k

l¿L

rvhere l¿ (k, ,...,ki-lr...k^) , the ith part reduced' by I .

\'
L

i

(f')x
i

ô* cäi (Y)

= | (r.i-r*% (m-i,)([') Ì (f ii) "[r1 
tur

ì ([') ì (* ji) *= (*- j ) -'] (åi j ) c[i i (v)

= Ìî (o,-ojt)-(-i))([')([i,) "[,, r"r

= Ìi 'f,i j cfi¡ (v)

means the jth element of

this becomes o**cl {v) = ,( k
k-2

we now def ine H.n (v) = c[ tvt + 
Ì o^ cf tvl where k 9" = 2n

for some n, and À < b, then for u"n (v) to obey

(ô**- E + k) H.n(Y) = O, the bÀ must obey the recurrence

relation:
.1þÀ = -lk-=r.)- x

Àij
b¡ b =il

l¿
(10 )ij Iarii

al

.,Q,b p.*,b

b
9,+2
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which is precisely the recul:rence formula for the coefficients

of the ordinary Hermite polynomials,

H
e

Heo (X)

Hel (X)

Ire¿ (x)

Her, (x)

H.r, (x)

Htrr, (x)

H"rrrr (x)

k

Íx7 z1
(v) = k! r

m=o

(-l) * (>ç¡ k- zm

2nm! (k-2m) I

O which is

where k 9" - 2(m+1).

AIso, (# y # = ].) u.o(Y) a**H.o (y) o

for m=1.

Thus our Heþ(Y) defined above, with the recurrence relation

(tO¡, can be considered as the multivariate analogue of the

Hernite polynomials H.n (V) .

The following are the generalized Hermite polynomials, üP to

order 4.

1I

= cI (x)

He2 (X) = Cl (X) -1
H",, (X) = Cl (X) +lá

H*, (x) = cl (x) -3 cl txl
He21(x) = cl (x) -% cI (xl
H",,, (X) = cír (x) +* cI (x)

= cf (x) -6
= cfl (x) -+
= cl" (x) -+
= ci, (x) ++

= cl,r, (x) +3

ct (x) +3

cï (x) -+
cl (x) +.3.

cI (x) -+
cI (x) ++

CR (X) -L
cå (x) +-l-

cfr (x) -%

a
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4. B Some further possibilities

At this stage it. appears likely that the deeper theory

of Lie groups and symmetric Spaces may prove useful in several

different areas of multivariate theory. The works of Harish-

Chandra (f957),Q-958) on generalized fourier analysis of bi-

invariant functions on synrrnetric spaces opens up the possib-

ility of a theory of generalized. characteristic functions.

rnstead of finding transforms using eito over Rr one

could find transforms with respect to the spherical functions

of arbitrary symmetric spaces. The Plancheral formulae rela'L-

ing the transforms to their inverse transforms are beginning

to be calculated (see Bhanu-Murti (1960) ) .

Also, several :f the characteristic differential equations

obeyed by the ,Fb (...,...,X) and aFb (... ¡...;x'Y)
functions have been fou.nd for small arb values (Muirhead

(L970), Constantine and Muirhead. (I972), Fujikoshi (1974)).

It is becoming clear that a basis for each equation, fixed

ârb is in terms of commutators (Lie products) of the operators

for the equations for lower arb values. At this point there

is not much use in carrying out the tedious and messy calcul--

ations to verify the equations for higher functions, but it

may be possible to use the Lie algebra properties that are

emerging to find a generaÌ formula for arbitrary ã,b, such

as exists for the univariate functions (nrdelyi et aL (1953),

VoI. I, p. 184).
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lz = (kr ,... rk*), Ì kr
l-

symmetric homogeneous

polynomials in the yi's, expressed as linear

combinatj-ons of some bas-is set of symmetric functions in the

APPENDÏX

Coefficients of the Z,onal Pol-ynomials

The zonal polynomials, for Y € M(mrR), and

,zp$)

c¿ (Y)

bei-ng

can be

yi's. Subroutine

required to rvrite

where

C¡. (y) =

as Z¡r(u\ =

POLLY calculates the coefficients C1

the renormali.zed. zonal polynomials Zp(Y) ,

l¿
2 k!Ix I zt¿l

(r) l l-_2k)-I

t
À< f¿

c¡,M¡.

ô, Lt' ofor M¡ = y, "t y, o' y*"* * symmetric terrns, and the sum

is taken over all partitions À - (9-r ,... r1*) ( l¿, where

À < t¿ means that the f irst I' i dif f erent f rom ki has

!.i < ki (the standard lexicographical ordering). This

normalization is chosen because tlie "Àts are integers,

which facilitates the programming.

This routine follows entirely the method developed in

James (1968), and wherever possible the same notation is used.

Zona1 polynomials of low order can be checked agai-nst the

values given :Ln the above paper. The f inat coef f icient

cÀ, | = (1r1,...rI) is always k! which also serves as a

check. POLLY requires an auxiliary subroutine DOVüN which,

for a given krfr, and partition b, calculates the next

Iowest altowable partition. This subroutine could be used

to generate partitions from the driver routine¡ so that

complete tables of coefficients for a set k and m could

be produced at one run. It is envisaged that the computed

coefficients would be stored on magnetic taper oI perhaps
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punchecl on data cards, íf m is small, to be used aS required.

Thj.s seems necessary because of the appreciable time involved

in calculating high degree coefficients. The large numbers of

such coefficients also preclude hand calculations from printed

tables.

Language: ANSI Standard Fortran.

SUBROUTINE

Structure

POLLY (K, M,I(APPA, N , PAIìT, I{OEF , TFAULT)

Formal Parameters

Integer

ïnteger

K

M

KAPPA Integer array (I4) input:

N ïnteger output:

PART Integer array (10i) output:

KOEF Integer array (101.) output:

IFAULT Integer outPut:

degree of partition. k

maximum number of non-zero

parts to partition; the rank

of matrix Y in c¿ (v) .

partition l¿ = (kr ,kz ,... rkm)
m

where KAPPA(i)=kr and. X k1=¡
i=1

number of allowed Partitions
between input l¿ and lowest

one.

each allowed Partition stored

as an integer without zeros,

numbered I to N from highest

partition to lowest, for use

as a labe1 (e.g.3r1,I'o'o)

stored. as 311. )

the coefficient corresponding

to the monomial sYmmetric

funcÈion Mpenr (i) (e.g.

cpanr (i) : KOEF (i) , i:I, "' ,N)

see 'Failure Ind.icationsr below.

input:

input:



IFAULT

Failure rndications

O indicates no errors found in input values

I indicates K exceeds 13

2 indicates M< O

135.

order.

i.)

3 indicates

4 indicates
(e. g.

II

M
I

KAPPA is

Kê,PPA (i)

KAPPA (i) + K

noL in non-increasing

< KAPPA(1+f ) for some

Auxiliary Algorithm

suBRourrNE DowN (I{,M, KAPPA, r,, ÏFLAG)

Formal Parameters

K Integer

M Integer

KAPPA Integer

input: same as above

inputs same as above

L Integer

IFLAG Integer

array
(r4) input:

output:

output:

output:

same as above

next allowab1e Partition below

the input KAPPA

non-zero lengt-tr of the returned

partition.

takes value 1 from O if there

is no lower accePtable Partition.

Doubl-e Precision

The zonal polynomial coefficients, bY construction' are

integers, but they are also of the order K! Thus the maximum

value of K is limited by the word length of the machine, which

must be capable of storing K! and somewhat larger numbers as

integers. This program is limited to, and dimensioned for,

K < 13, the maximum size for a CDC 6400 machine. The labell-

ing mechanism starts to give out around the Same value, since

the lowest partition (1r1,...,I) is stored as 1I1...1, K times.
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This bound is of little practical. importance, since the poss-

ibility of taking a power sum beyond ( = 12 or 13, or of

wanting to, is remote there are simply too many partitíons'

(i.e. 627 for ( = 20) . However, the higher degree coeffj-cients

may be of use to the theoretical \,vorker, and this routine has

been successfully adapted to double precision, with coefficients

up to order I< = 2I evaluated. The necessary alter:ations are

extensive tho¡gh. The variables ATBTCTIDUM,KI'KJ'KOEF'PÏrPN,

PART, R, RI , RN , RIIO , S , XI , XL must be changed to double precì.sion ,

plus all the constant values used ín any statements involving

these variables. DOWN requires no changes.

Restrictions
The ¿ìrrays PART, KOEF, RIIO are dimensioned for full sets

of coefficients up to K - 13. (There are 101 parLitions of 13

into 13 or fewer parts. ) These variables must. be dimensionecl

to at least the number of parti.tions of the user's maximum K

inLo M or fewer parts. If one is working with small matrices,

and thus smaIl values of M, the savings in time and space can

be considerable. For example, in order to include the ( : 13

terms in a power sum for a matrix of rank M > 13, 101x102
2

coefficients are required. But for a matrix of rank ]il = 3,

- 2Ix22only taf of the coefficients are needed, since there are

only 2L partitions of 13 into 3 or fewer parts. Whole C¿(Y)'s

are unnecessary when l¿ is of length greaLer than M, and

also individuat terms in required c6E)'s, when their

corresponding MÀ term would be zero for À of greater

length than M. For the case fit : 3 , PART, KOE¡-, and RHO

would only need to be dimensioned to 2I.
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c
c

c
c
c
c
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I37 .

SUBR0UTINE P0LLY (KrMçKAPPA¡NTPART rK0E.Ft IFAULT )

CALCULATES COEFFICIÊNTS OF ZONAL POLYNOMIALS
US TNG TNE I"1ETI-OD OF A. T . JAMES IN
CALCUI-ATION OF COEFFTCIENTS OF ZONAL POLYNOMIALS
BY MEANS OF TI..E LAPLACE. BELTRAI'II OPERATOR

ANNALS OF MATHEMATICAL STATTSTTCS I968.

DIMËNSI0N KAPPA ( l4) TKAPPB ( 14) çKAPPC ( l¿+)
INTËGER PART ( l0l ) rKOEF ( I0l ) rRH0 ( t0t ) ¡PçP I rPNrRl rRN

CHECK OF INITIAL VALIJES AND KAPPA ËXTENDED k.lIÏH ZEROS

IFAULT = 0

IF (Kn GE. I4) IFAULT = I
IF(M'LE.0TIFAUL'l- = 2
IF ( IFAULT.NE" O ) RETURN
J = MIN0(MrK)
D0 I J É lç I

I KAPPB(J) = KAPPA(J)
J=I+l
II = K + I
D0 Z J = IrII? KAPPB(J) = O

N=t
CALCULATES LABELI PART(I}I FOR THE FIRST COEFFICTENT

Pl = 0
P=0
NTOT = 0

D0 4 | = Iç K

II = I + I
IF(KAPPB(I).LT.KAPPB(II) )GO TO 5
IF(KAPPB(I).EQ.O)GO TO 6
Pl = Pl#.t0 +KAPPB(I)
t'!T0T 3 NTOT + KAPPts(I)
P=P+]

4 CONTiNUE
G0ï06

5IFAUl".T = 4
RETURN

6 IF (IlTOT.EQ.K) GO TO 7
IFAULT = 3
R ËTURN

7 PART(1) = Pl

Kl = I
J=0
D0 l0
DO IO
LP=L

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

L = lr P

I = lr L
I+

CALCULATES FIRST COEFFICIENT FOR POLYNOMIAL
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c
c

XL = FL0AT(t-)
XI = FLOAT(I)
! = FLOAT(KAPPB(I))
B = FLOAT (KAPPB (L ) )

C = FLOAT ( KAPPB (LP ) )
P = ( XL XI + 1.0)r¿0.5 + A

S=R-B
R= R C

8 IF(ROEQ'S) GO TO IO

Q = R - lo
LL = INT(Rft2"0)
KI = Kt 'r1 LL
J=J+I
GOTOS

IO CONTÏNUE

J= K J
KOEF(1) =

RT
DO

t5 Rt

20 CAt-L D0tdhl (l(çMTKAPPBTPç If'LAG)
IF(IFLAG.EQ.I}RETURN
N=N+l
PN=0
D0 30 | = I¡ P

30 pN = pN+10 + KAppts(I)
PART (N) = PN
RN=0
D0 50 I = lr K

50 RN = RN + KAPPB(I)'*(KA.PPB(I)
RH0(N) = RN

KOEF (N) = 0

D0 100 | = 2çP
ITT = I - I
l'44 = KAPPB(I)

c

c
c
c

c
c
c

0

K I {t2+f +rJ

CALCULATËS VALUI OF RHO FOR KAPPA

[ = Ir K

| + KAPPB(I)¿r(KAPPB(I)
= Rl

I)

FINDS AND LAI]ELS ThE LOþJER ORDËR PARTITIONS

I5
=R(IrRHO

I)

CALCULATTS VALUES OF THE LOhlER ORDER COEFFICIENl'S
c
c
c

c

c

DO

DO

IOO II
I00 J =

lr MA

I T ITT

KS = K + I
D0 66 JJ = lç KS

66 KAPPC(JJ) = KAPPB(JJ)
KAPPC(J) = KAPPC(J) +

KAPPC(I) = KAPPC(I)
II
II
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KI
KJ
ML

68 IF(
MM

= KAP

= KAP

=J
ML.EQ
=ML

PC(I)
PC (J)

.I) G0 T0 69
t

c

IF (KAPPC (ML ) .LE.KAPPC (MM ) )

KK = KAPPC(ML)
KAPPC(ML) = KAPPC(MM)
KAPPC(MM) = KK

t'itl = ML I
G0 T0 68

G0 To 69

69ML=I
l?MM=ML+l

IF(KAPPC(ML}.GE.KAPPC(14M) ) GO TO 8O

KK = KAPPC(ML)
KAPPC (ML
KAPPC {l'4¡4

MLãML
GO TO 7?

APPC ( MM )
K

)=K
)=K
+l

c
80

8t
B5

90

9t
100

IDUM = 0

D0SIJJ=IrK
IF(KAPPC(JJ).EQ.O) GO'IO 85
IDUM = IDUM {t l0 + KAPPC(JJ}
CONÏ I NUE
D0 90 JJ = lr N

I-F ( IDUM.EQ.PART (JJ) ) GO TO 9I
CONT INUE
c0 T0 100
KOEF(NI = KOF-F(N) + (KJ KI) If KOEF(JJ)
CONT I NUE

IF(KOEF(N).88.0) GO TO 20
KOEF (N) = KOEF (N) / (RhO ( I ) RHO (N) )

c0 T0 20
END

c
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c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE DOWN (K IMTKAPPATLT IFLAG)

CALCULATES NEXT LOIdEST PART IT ION
IF NO ALLOWAtsLE LO'¡JER PARTITIONç IFLAG SET TO I

DIMENSION KAPPA ( I4)
IFLAG=0
1=l'1+t
D0 t J = Ir 14

I KAPPA (J} = O

? IF(KAPPA(I}.GT.T)GO TO 3
IFLAG = I
RETURN

c

c

c

3 D0 4 L = ?ç 14
IF(t(APPA(L).EQ.0lGO
IF (KAPPA (L) .88" I ) GO

4 CONTINUE

5 J =L I
KAppA(I) = KAppA(I)
KAPPA(L) = T

GO TO II

6l=L I
KK = KAPPA(I) I
KAPPA(I) = KK
J=K
D0 7 JJ = lrl

7 J=J KAPPA(JJ)
8 IF(J"LE.KK) GO TO 9

KAPPA (L) = KK
J=J KK
t=L+l
GOTOE

KAPPA(L) = J
I =L + I
D0 t0 J = Ir K

KAPPA (J) = O

IF(L.GT.M)GO TO ?
RETURN
END

T05
T06

I

c

I

l0
tl
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